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ABSTRACT
This study attempted to examine how the Internet has been presented in
advertising in the United States and to explore how cultural values play a role in shaping
the images of the Internet. Using a document analysis method based on principles of
qualitative research, 504 advertisements for the Internet and Internet-related products
appearing in Time magazine during 1995-2000 were examined. The analysis focused on
identifying categories of message strategies and technological themes used in the ads and
examining the changes in the use of the message strategies and technological themes.
Careful analysis revealed that the number of ads promoting the Internet and
Internet-related products increased from 11 in 1995 to 165 in 2000. Five categories
related to products types advertised were identified: e-commerce, products enabling the
Internet, corporate image, communication, and information searching and management.
A total of 46% of the ads promoted e-commerce-related products accounting for the
highest frequency. Also, the percent of ads promoting e-commerce increased from 32.9
% in 1995 to 60.5 % in 2000.
Four categories of message strategies emerged: Individual benefits-oriented
strategy, company or brand name-oriented strategy, product attributes-oriented strategy,
and social benefits-oriented strategy. The Individual benefits-oriented strategy was most
frequently used in the ads. The most notable changes in the use of message strategies
were the dramatic decrease in the use of the product-attributes strategy from 72.7% in
1995 to 20.4 % of 2000 and, in contrast, the increase in the use of the individual benefitsoriented strategy from 9.1% in 1995 to 42% in 2000.
v

An examination of the technological themes produced eight categories: Efficiency,
freedom, intelligence, revolution, control, social connection, magic, and economic
potential. A total of 73.2% of the ads included the efficiency theme and 40. 3 % of the
ads used the freedom theme. While the use of the efficiency theme was decreasing, the
use of the intelligence theme continuously increased from 27.3 % in 1995 to 40% in
2000. In addition, sub-categories of the efficiency and freedom themes emerged. These
included: time efficiency, effort efficiency, and money efficiency, along with freedom
from time constraints, freedom from space constraints, and freedom from social
surroundings.
Careful incorporation of these findings generated two broad patterns by which the
Internet was promoted in advertising from 1995 to 2000. They were the
commercialization and individualization of Internet technology. Internet technology was
dominantly presented as a commercial medium through which business activities were
done and as an individual medium that enhanced individual freedom and intelligence.
In conclusion, an analysis of the advertisements for the Internet and Internetrelated products in Time magazine from 1995 to 2000 revealed that advertising picked up
some dominant American cultural values such as efficiency, freedom, and intelligence
and incorporated them into their advertising messages through the selections of specific
message strategies and technological themes. As a result, advertising placed Internet
technology as a commercial and individual medium in the United States.
In relation to previous studies, some points such as the optimistic presentation of
new technology and the autonomy of technology were discussed. Some unintended
consequences of these advertising practices were addressed and certain managerial
vi

implications were noted. Finally, the limitations of this study and directions for further
studies were presented.
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CHAPER ONE
INTRODUCTION
Recent statistics show that an estimated 167 million Americans, which is around
sixty percent of U. S. population, are using the Internet (Nielsen/NetRatings, February
2002). The Internet is used for our everyday activities, such as communication,
education, art, entertainment and business. The Internet is changing how we
communicate with other people, how we teach classes, how we produce art, how we
spend free time, and how we buy things. The Internet is transforming our society.
What has led the American government, schools, media, private companies, and
the public to adopt the recent technology? Lubar (1993) claimed that technologies are
often adopted because they fit into the existing society and culture. According to his
examples, movies worked nicely with vaudeville shows, television fit into preexisting
beliefs about entertainment and the role of family life, and the transistor radio confirmed
and extended changes already under way in the manner in which people used their radios.
Applying Lubar’s claims to the case of the Internet, the Internet would be
embraced because it matches and advances preexisting cultural values and beliefs in
Western society. In other words, the kind of technologies we have could relate to
society’s structure. Our institutions--our customs, values, organizations, and habits of
thought--can be powerful forces that shape our technology in a distinctive way (Westrum,
1991).
This study attempts to examine how the Internet has been represented in
advertising in the United States and to explore how cultural values play a role in shaping
1

the images of the Internet. Advertising is a tool that transfers the cultural meanings from
the world to consumer goods (McCracken, 1986). It is widely believed that advertising
plays a vital role in the sense-making process by which people organize their experiences
and comprehend their physical and social environment (Dyer, 1982).
Even though the Internet has become a part of our everyday lives and advertising
expenditures of Internet-related products dramatically increased in recent years, our
understanding of Internet consumption is still shallow. By examining presentations of the
Internet in advertisements and their relationship to cultural values, this study fills a void
of advertising research regarding Internet adoption and use.

Significance of the Study
This study is meaningful in several aspects. First, in spite of the dramatic
increases in advertising expenditures for Internet-related products or services, there are
only a few resources that can be useful for the development of advertising for Internetrelated products. By examining how Internet technology is promoted in advertising, this
study can provide an overall picture of current advertising practices for Internet-related
products and services. Also, since this study explores the association between Internet
portrayals in advertising and cultural values, it will give insight into the development of
advertising messages for Internet promotion.
Secondly, consumer researchers (Thompson, 1994; Mick and Fournier, 1998)
have reported that consumers have a personal dilemma when the idealized technology
does not materialize in their real lives and they frequently blame advertising as a source
of their dilemma. In relation to the Internet, White and Scheb (2000) found that people
2

have incorrect perceptions of Internet usage and claimed that one of reasons for the
incorrect perceptions of the Internet is advertising, which frames Internet uses in biased
ways. The researchers reported that people believe “other people” are responding to
media messages about the Internet, perpetuating beliefs that Internet use is higher than it
actually is, and that people are further behind other people in terms of Internet use.
Although these researchers have claimed that advertising causes the dilemma and
anxieties and incorrect perceptions related to technology uses, their claims are based on
one or two companies’ anecdotes, rather than on a systematic investigation of the
presentations of the technology in advertising. It is necessary to study systematically
how the Internet is promoted in advertising before forming conclusions.
Finally, in relation to the Internet, much advertising research has been focused on
the effectiveness of the new technology as an advertising medium. However, little
interest has been shown in macro issues like the role of advertising in Internet
consumption. There is a long research history examining the relationships between
advertising and society in relation to gender, race, and issues of materialism. However,
studies on the social role of advertising regarding technology issues are sparse even as the
influence of technology is becoming greater in modern life and advertising expenditures
on technological products have increased. This study tries to fill this gap by examining
how the Internet, the most recent influential technology, is promoted in advertising. It
will provide insight into the role of advertising in contemporary technological society.

3

Background of the Internet
An understanding of the origins and history of the Internet provides a basis for
understanding of the issues and constraints we face as our everyday routines move online.
This section provides a background of Internet technology focusing on the definition and
history of the Internet.
What is the Internet?
The Internet is not a device or machine like other media technologies. When we
mention a specific media technology like the telephone, radio, or television, it refers to a
specific technological device like phone receivers, transistors, or TV sets. But when we
say the Internet, it is “a term to describe a web of thousands on interconnected broad- and
narrow-band telephone, satellite, and wireless networks built on existing and planned
technology” (Gattiker, 2001).
The Internet is based on packet-switching technologies, through which data are
broken down into datagrams or packets that are labeled to indicate the origin and the
destination of the information and the forwarding of these packets from one computer to
another computer until the information arrives at its final destination computer. Packets
that do not arrive at their destination are automatically retransmitted (Department of
Commerce, 1998).
Thus, in order to use the Internet, a communication link and an Internet-enabled
device are required. The delivery of e-mail, images, software, or other electronic products
and services depends on the capacity of the telecommunication systems called bandwidth.
Bandwidth, which is measured by bits per second, determines the speed at which data can
flow through the computer and communication systems without interference. In the early
4

days of the Internet, most messages were text that did not require huge amounts of
bandwidth. However, the desire to transmit information like images, sounds, and
software increased the needs for amounts of bandwidth. A fast/high bandwidth makes a
substantive difference in the speed to download a file through the Internet. For instance,
when people download a 10 megabyte file, it takes 46 minutes through a 28.8 Kbps
modem, but only 8 seconds through a 10 Mbps cable modem.
Thus, the bandwidth of a consumer’s connection to the Internet is a prime
determinant of the products and services that can be delivered electronically. However,
generally, residential consumers access the Internet via a dial-up connection using 14.4 to
56Kbs analog modem over a normal telephone line (8th WWW User Survey, 1997). But
the options for high-speed residential Internet access are increasing rapidly.
The Internet appliances for gaining access to the Internet are also expanding. The
major appliance to access the Internet has been the personal computer. But new
additional appliances such as Internet TVs and smart phones are supplementing it.
Internet TV uses a TV as its monitor and a set-top box to connect to the Internet via a
telephone line. Also, cellular and personal communications service providers have
developed wireless telephones called smart phones, which allow users to browse the
Internet and to send and receive e-mail messages (Department of Commerce, 1998).
Internet technology is converting and applying to other older technologies and
producing new products and services for consumers. There are countless products and
services, which are available due to the Internet. Table 1.1 shows the range of services
and products to which Internet technology is applied.

5

Table 1.1: The Range of Services and Products Related to the Internet

Audiotex/ Automatic teller machine
Cellular phone and pager/ Collaborative systems such as screen sharing and joint document
preparation/ Computer bulletin boards/ Computer conferencing/ Conversational and workflow
processors
Decision support systems with communication components/ Desktop publishing and document
distribution
Electronic document interchange/ Electronic mail
Facsimile
Gophers/ World Wide Web/ Group support systems and other groupware
Home shopping and banking/ Hypertext and hypermedia
Intelligent telephone systems/ Internet list servers
Local area networks
Mobile personal communication devices/ Multimedia computing
Online and portable databases/ Optical media such as CD-ROM and lasercards/ Optically
scanned and networked documents
Personal information assistants/ Personal local badges/ Presentation devices such as computer
screen projectors
Telephone services such as call forwarding or redial until delivery/ Teletext
Video teleconferencing/ Videotext/ Virtual reality and cyberspace/ Voice mail
Wide area networks/ Word processing
Note: From The Internet as a diverse community: cultural, organizational, and political issues by
Gattiker, Urs E. (2001). P. 6.
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History of the Internet
Like every innovation before it, the Internet was not born in a vacuum. Internet
technology has been gradually developed on the basis of preexisting technology such as
telephones and computers. For example, today’s Internet cannot exist without current
telephone systems. Also, the development of the Internet is the result of continuous
investments and efforts of the U.S. government, and both industry and academia. Once
Internet technology developed, it then was applied to computing, telecommunication
networks, information, or communication resources and digitization of content.
Stephan Segaller (1998) divided the history of Internet into four periods: the 1960s,
the 1970s, the 1980s, and the 1990s.
The 1960s was the beginning period of the technology. On October 4, 1957,
Soviets launched the first human-made Earth satellite, Sputnik, into orbit. The Sputnik
launch indicated to many Americans that the United States lagged in scientific and
military technology and kindled a technical revolution in the U.S. The Sputnik crisis
yielded the Department of Defense’s Advanced Research Project Agency (ARPA) to
make progress in many fields of science (Moschovitis, Poole, Schuyler, and Senft, 1999).
The birth of the Internet was motivated by the need of research to improve the military’s
uses of computers.
Under the leadership of the ARPA, several scientists developed the basic idea of
the Internet that allows the sharing of super computers among researchers during the
1960s. ARPA sponsored research on a cooperative network of time-sharing and the
preliminary connections of the ARPAnet, the first multiple-site computer network, was
finally established at four universities in the U.S. in December 1969 (Zakon, 2001).
7

In the 1970s, the vital technologies that enabled today’s Internet were introduced.
The seminal event for the development of the Internet was the release of the personal
computer, the MITS ALTAIR 8800, in 1975 (Moschovitis et al., 1999). In response to the
popularity and technological shortcomings of the Altair 8800, many computer enthusiasts
started their own companies in 1975. One of them was Microsoft, which became the
world’s leading software manufacturer.
Also, Unix, e-mail, and virtual communities were developed in the 1970s. Ray
Tomlinson, a computer engineer at Bolt, Beranek and Newman (BBN) in 1971,
accomplished the first e-mail exchange between two separate machines. He composed
two programs to facilitate the exchange of electronic messages among ARPAnet users
and introduced the @ symbol, which becomes the standard way of separating the user
and the user’s server in electronic mail addresses (Moschovitis et al., 1999).
In 1972, ARPA was renamed the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency
(DARPA) and continued to support the new technology. DARPA gave a public
demonstration of the ARPAnet at an International Conference on Computer
Communication in October 1972 (Gromov, 2001). Also DARPA developed a new
protocol later called Transmission Control Program (TCP) with a group headed by
Stanford University in the same year. The new protocol allowed diverse computer
networks to interconnect and communicate with each other (Kristula, 2001).
In 1974, BBN introduced TELEnet to provide commercial packet service and
linked people in seven cities through their computers. This marked the first attempt at
bringing networking to consumers. Also, in 1978, the Computerized Bulletin Board
System (CBBS), the first electronic message-posting network, was started in Chicago and
8

opened to the public the following year (Moschovitis et al., 1999). BITNET (Because its
Time Network) was introduced for e-mail and listservs by IBM in 1979. The 1970s was
the period when the development of the technology continued and the commercialization
of the technology started.
In the 1980s, Internet technology was extended with several other networks as
well as ARPAnet. The National Science Foundation created the backbone CSNET for
institutions without access to ARPAnet in 1981, and the ARPAnet was divided into two
networks of MILnet for military purpose and ARPAnet for research purposes. Also, the
standardization of the protocol that allowed the number of Internet sites and users to grow
exponentially was achieved in the 1980s. In 1983, the ARPAnet officially adopted the
TCP/IP networking protocol, developed in the 1970s.
The major evolution of the Internet was made by the establishment in 1986 of
several national supercomputer centers by the National Science Foundation (NSF). The
NSF funded a network called NSFnet to link supercomputer sites and offered to let
regional and university computer networks link to this backbone. In addition to using the
network to remotely access the NSF supercomputers, the research community developed
applications, such as electronic mails, file transfer protocols, and news groups, to
facilitate information sharing with colleagues. The linking of the supercomputers was the
genesis of the current Internet. The number of hosts increased from 2308 in 1986 to
28174 in 1987 (Kristula, 2001).
An important event related to the Internet in the 1980s was the debut of the Apple
Macintosh in 1984, a personal computer that features a graphical user interface with a
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system of operating a computer by manipulating windows, menus, and icons with a
mouse. The Macintosh revolutionized the way people interact with their computers.
As Internet users gradually grew in the 1980s, private companies began targeting
the general public. In 1989, Quantum Computer Services was renamed as America
Online (AOL) and began to recruit members by appealing to a technically inexperienced,
mainstream audience (Moschovitis et al., 1999).
In the 1990s, based upon several important past technologies combined with the
introduction of innovative technological advances, the modern Internet age was born.
Entering 1990, the Advanced Research Project Agency (ARPA) decommissioned the
ARPAnet, replacing it with the faster NSFnet backbone. Thus, the leadership of ARPA
for the development of the Internet was ended and all information on the Internet was
routed through the NSF backbone (Department of Commerce, 1998).
The development of the World Wide Web (WWW) broke ground in the evolution
of the Internet in the 1990s. It opened a way by which the general public outside the
academic and government research communities could have interests in the Internet. The
World Wide Web began in March 1989 at the European Center for Particle Research in
Switzerland. One of the main features of the WWW documents is their hypertext
structure that creates dynamic links within or between documents. The name “World
Wide Web (WWW) was selected for the hypertext system in 1991(Kristula, 2001).
In the early 1990s, the National Center for Supercomputing Applications at the
University of Illinois used these protocols to develop a graphical point-and click interface
called Mosaic. The development of Mosaic, the first Web browser, made the Internet
easier for general people to use and became a turning point in the rapid expansion of the
10

Internet. Traffic on the Internet expanded at a 341,634 % annual rate (Life on the Internet,
2001)
As soon as the point-and-click Web browser Mosaic was introduced in 1993,
home pages of organizations and individuals started to go online. For example, the
United Nations and the White House created Web sites, offering the public easy access to
international affairs and national politics in 1993. And Pizza Hut also went online,
allowing people to order food via the Internet, and the first cyberbank was opened in
1994 (Kristula, 2001). Also, Yahoo! was created to provide convenient search services in
1995 (Moschovitis et al., 1999).
In 1995, Sun Microsystem introduced Java, a programming language for Internet
computing, and improved the World Wide Web by adding animation and interactive
features. Java was able to run on any operating system. As the Internet became more
popular, NSF, which provided the backbone network for the Internet, announced that it
would no longer allow direct access to its backbone and contracted with four companies
that became the providers of indirect, paid access to the NSF backbone in 1995. The
Internet at this point turned into a commercial technology that would possible profits to
private companies. Currently, most Internet traffic is carried by backbones of
independent Internet Service Providers (ISPs) including MCI, AT&T, Sprint, UUnet,
BBN Planet, ANS, and more (Kristula, 2001).
Researchers on the history of the Internet (Segaller, 1998: Moschovitis et al,
1999) agree that the Internet age for the public began in 1995. Given technologies like
WWW and Mosaic, the use of the Internet became easier and the number of Internet
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users dramatically increased each year. As seen in Figure 1.1, Internet users were 10
percent of the U.S. population in 1995 and this figure reached 50 percent in 2000.
Another important trend of Internet usage since 1995 is the increase in the
commercial activity on the Internet. The number of commercial top-level domains, one
indicator of commercial activity, grew from 27,400 to 764, 000 between January 1995
and July 1997 (Department of Commerce, 1998). Most major companies in the U.S.
have launched their websites on the web to facilitate their promotion activities. Also, the
number of pure e-commerce companies that operate their businesses only online has
sharply increased since 1995.
The brief history of the Internet from the beginning to the 1990s has been
reviewed. The Internet was developed on the basis of previous technologies such as
computer and telephone. The Internet that we have today is the result of cooperative
efforts of various scientists and continuous support of the U.S. government. Also, it
started as a tool to share information among small groups of researchers and has been
applied to commercial activities to promote and sell products and services. Table 1.2
summarizes major events in Internet history.
Current State of the Internet
According to the U. S. Commerce Department’s report of April 1998, The
Emerging Digital Economy, “The Internet’s pace of adoption eclipses all other
technologies that preceded it. Radio was in existence thirty-eight years before fifty
million people tuned in. TV took thirteen years to reach that benchmark. Sixteen years
after the first PC kit came out, fifty American million people were using one. Once it was
opened to the general public, the Internet crossed that line in four years.
12

Source: http://www.commerce.net/research/stats/stats.html

Figure 1.1: U. S. Internet Usage 1995-2005 (% of population)
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Table 1.2: Brief History of the Internet

Year

Events

1957

Soviet launched Sputnik, the first human-made Earth satellite and it led to the
creation of the Department of Defense’s Advanced Research Project Agency
(ARPA).

1969

ARPA created the ARPAnet, the first multiple-site computer network which
connected four universities.

1971

The first e-mail exchange was accomplished.

1972

Transmission Control Program (TCP), the Internet protocol, was developed by
Stanford and ARPA.

1974

TELEnet, the first public packet-switching service, was established.

1975

The first personal computer, the MITS ALTAIR 8800, was released.
Microsoft was founded.

1978

The Computerized Bulletin Board System (CBBS), the first electronic messageposting network, was started.

1983

Internet was defined officially as networks using TCP/IP.

1984

Apple Macintosh featuring a graphical user interface was introduced

1986

The NSFnet, the National Science Foundation Network, was created to provide
a high-speed backbone.

1989

America Online (AOL) was created.

1990

ARPAnet was decommissioned and NSFnet entirely replaced it.

1991

The World Wide Web was invented.

1993

Mosaic, a graphical browser for the World Wide Web, was developed.
The United Nations and the White House went online.

1994

Pizza Hut began online ordering and the first cyberbank was created.
Yahoo! Search engine was created.

1995

NSF contracted with four companies that became providers of access to the
NSF backbone.
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It is hard to find a reliable number of Internet users because the number is
changing and growing every second. Moreover, each research firm uses a different
method to count the consumers.
One of requirements to be an Internet user is that consumers should have personal
computers or access to PCs. Ernst & Young’s research conducted in late 1999 reported
that PC penetration in the United States was 53%. According to the spring 1999
CyberStats report from Mediamark Research Inc, the number of adults with Internet
access- either at home or work- represents 42.4 % of the U.S adult population, or some
83.7 million people. Approximately 64.2 million U.S adults, 32.5 % of the adult
population, currently use the Internet (CyberStats, 1999).
In addition, according to more recent data (2001) of the U.S. Department of
Commerce based on the U.S. Census, the share of households with Internet access soared
by 58%, rising from 26.2% in December 1998 to 41.5% in August 2000. Also, more than
half of all households (51.0%) have computers, up from 42.1% in December 1998. There
were 116.5 million Americans online at some location in August 2000.
The most recent statistics by Nielsen/NetRatings (February, 2002) updates the
statistics of Internet users on the Web everyday and showed that an estimated 167 million
American people, who comprise approximately 60% of the U. S. population, are using
the Internet.
In regarding to the demographics of Internet users, gaps in Internet access or use
among groups are an issue. There are still substantial disparities in income, race,
education, and age. However, the U.S. Department of Commerce (2001) reported that
the rapid uptake of new technologies is occurring among most groups of Americans.
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For instance, Dept of Commerce data showed the disparity in Internet usage
between men and women has largely disappeared. In December 1998, 34.2% of men and
31.4% of women were using the Internet. By August 2000, 44.6% of men and a
statistically indistinguishable 44.2% of women were Internet users.
In age levels, individuals 50 years of age and older -- while still less likely than
younger Americans to use the Internet -- experienced the highest rates of growth in
Internet usage of all age groups.
Americans at every income level are connecting at far higher rates from their
homes, particularly at the middle-income levels. Internet access among households
earning $35,000 to $49,000 rose from 29.0% in December 1998 to 46.1% in August
2000. Today, more than two-thirds of all households earning more than $50,000 have
Internet connections (60.9% for households earning $50,000 to $74,999 and 77.7% for
households earning above $75,000).
Access to the Internet is also expanding across every education level, particularly
for those with some high school or college education. Households headed by someone
with "some college experience" showed the greatest expansion in Internet penetration of
all education levels, rising from 30.2% in December 1998 to 49.0% in August 2000.
Currently, although there are still gaps in Internet usage in terms of income, age,
education level, and race, the gaps are dramatically narrowing each year. Especially,
gender differences in Internet usage are not significant any more.
Using the diffusion of innovation stage posited by Everett Rogers (1962), usages
of the Internet among U. S consumers has moved into the early majority phase of the
cycle, which includes 50% of the whole population. Given the speed at which the Internet
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is being adopted, the early majority phase will not last a long time before moving to the
late majority phase. CommerceNet estimated that U.S Internet users in 2002 will 75% of
the American population (See Figure 1.1 in p.13).

Organization of the Study
Chapter one began with the introduction of the study and presented its purpose
and significance. It also provided the background of the Internet focusing especially upon
its origins, history, and current state.
Chapter two summarizes two contrasting paradigms of technology in the U.S. and
reviews previous studies on the presentations of technology in mass media. In the first
section on the two paradigms of technology, definitions, issues, and relationships with
values regarding technology are discussed. The second section reviews literature on the
mass media presentations of technology in general and the Internet in particular.
Chapter three describes the methodology of the study. It starts with the theoretical
framework of a qualitative study and poses three research questions. It explains the
development of coding categories and the coding process.
Chapter four reports the findings obtained from the analysis of 504
advertisements for Internet-based products or services in Time magazine during 19952000. It consists of two parts in relation to the research questions. The first part discusses
how the technology of the Internet has been presented in the advertisement. The second
part reports the changes of the presentations of the Internet in advertising. Ad examples
are used throughout.
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Chapter five provides the interpretation of the findings. Also, it discusses how
Internet promotion is related to the two paradigms of technology and the previous studies
on the presentations of technology in mass media. It suggests some implications of this
study for several stakeholders, the directions of further studies, and the limitations of this
study.
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CHAPTER TWO
LITERATURE REVIEW
This study addresses the promotion of the Internet through advertising. To place it
within the context of other research on technology and mass media, this chapter begins
with a discussion of the two different paradigms regarding technology in the United
States. It includes discussions in three areas: (1) definitions of technology, (2) two
paradigms of technology, and (3) technology and values.
Previous studies in four areas are examined regarding the presentations of
technology in mass media: (1) media coverage of technology in general, (2) media
coverage specifically of the Internet, (3) advertisements promoting technology, and (4)
advertisements promoting the Internet.

Two Paradigms of Technology in Western Society
In order to understand technology in the Western societies including America, we,
first, need to know what technology means. The definitions of technology imply
different perspectives on technology.
Definitions of Technology
According to The American Heritage Dictionary of the English Language (2000),
the word technology originated from the Greek word tekhnologiā, which means
‘systematic treatment of an art or craft.’ But the current meaning of technology is
different from the origin of the word. Three definitions of technology in the dictionary
are as follows.
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1a. The application of science, especially to industrial or commercial objectives.
b. The scientific method and material used to achieve a commercial or industrial
objective. 2. Electronic or digital products and systems considered as a group: a
store specializing in office technology. 3. Anthropology The body of knowledge
available to a society that is of use in fashioning implements, practicing manual
arts and skills, and extracting or collecting materials.
Based on these definitions, we, first, notice that technology is closely related to
the term ‘science.’ Much of contemporary technology is based on the natural sciences
such as physics, chemistry, biology and other branches of knowledge that deal with the
study, measurement, and understanding of natural phenomena. In fact, technical
achievements in the electronics and pharmaceutical industry are based on a huge body of
scientific investigation. In simplistic terms, the concern of science is “why,” and of
technology, “how” (Academic American, 1995).
Therefore, technology is the application of science, scientific materials, or
scientific knowledge. These science-related definitions have been used in the academic
community researching technology. Bush (1981) offered a definition of technology
widely shared among academic critics of technology
Technology is a form of human cultural activity that applies the principles of
science and mechanics to the solution of problems. It includes the resources,
tools, processes, personnel, and systems developed to perform tasks and create
immediate particular, and personal and/or competitive advantages in a given
ecological, economic, and social context.
Based on these general definitions, we realize that technology consists of several
common elements. Westrum (1991) summarized technology as having three essential
elements: Material objects, techniques, and knowledge that allow human beings to
transform and control the inanimate world. First, technology as material objects is things,
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which can be devices like central heating systems, telephones, and cars. Second,
technology is techniques, which refers to the practical skills needed to do something. For
instance, the instructions for operating a computer can be technology. Finally, technology
is abstract knowledge used by inventors and scientists to design and develop new things.
Technology can be generally defined as things, techniques and knowledge based
on the principles of science, which is used to improve human life. But, based on these
general definitions, everything used for human life in contemporary society can be
technology. It is hard to find anything in which science is not involved. Also, these
definitions are too broad to cover various meanings regarding technology.
McOmber (1999) traced three meanings of technology based on the assumed
definitions in popular and academic discourse that featured the term: technology as
instrumentality, technology as industrialization, and technology as novelty.
Technology as instrumentality stresses its status as a tool. Within this instrumental
definition, all human attempts to alter the natural world to meet human needs from stone
tools to cooking and writing can be technology. McOmber (1990) pointed out that the
instrumental definition is found in all kinds of public discourses of technology like
advertising and it implies technological autonomy and the value neutrality of technology.
Also this definition sees technology as a cause, but not a consequence of social change.
Therefore, the use of technology in the direction of pure instrumentality results in an
image of technological ubiquity, neutrality, and continuous development along with an
unilateral view of the relationship between technology and culture. And, technological
autonomy is a by- product of the narrative of instrumentality insofar as technology stands
apart from culture so as to spearhead its development.
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The definition technology as industrialization assumes that technology equals
industrialization, which developed mass production and resulted in the restructuring of
labor and capital. Within this second definition, technology exists after industrialization
and the technology drives revolutionary social change. Technology as industrialization
also makes its appearance among technological pessimists who argue that technology is a
driving force of various social problems that occurred after industrialization. McOmber
(1990) pointed out that this definition has a limited role to play in popular discourse
about technology and is prevalent in a Marxist vision on technology.
Finally, the definition technology as novelty refers simply to the newest or latest
instrumental products of human imagination, and especially to devices not yet widely
available or understood. Therefore, according to this definition, what was once a
technology has been displaced, and what is technology now will be displaced by later
development. McOmber (1990) pointed out that this definition is apparent among some
of the more naive prophets of technological optimism who believe the newest technology
sweeps away all the problems of whatever it replaces.
Depending on the different paradigms, technology has different meanings and the
impacts of technology on society are considered differently. The following section
discusses different paradigms regarding technology in the United States in detail.
Two Paradigms of Technology
The debate about technology and its impact on human society has been dominated
by the extremes: those who hold technology to be the way to humanity’s salvation from
all manner of evil and those who hold technology to be en evil (Medhurst, 1990).
Feenberg (1991) breaks these paradigms on technology into ‘Instrumental theory and
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substantive theory.’ Instrumental theory, the dominant view of modern government and
policy regarding technology, attribute an autonomous cultural force to technology that
overrides all traditional or competing values. While, substantive theory treats technology
as subservient to values established in other social spheres such as politics and culture.
Instrumental theory is based on the idea that technologies are “tools” standing
ready to serve the purposes of their users. Technology is considered neutral without
valuative content of its own. Substantive theory as an alternative to the dominant
instrumental theory argues that technology constitutes a new type of cultural system that
restructures the entire social world as an object of control (Winner, 1977).
Instrumental theory emphasizes the function of technology as tools, while
substantive theory attempts to make us aware of the cultural implication of technology.
According to substantive theory, technology is not simply a means, but also has become
an environment and a way of life (Borgmann, 1984).
The philosophers or scholars from each paradigm have been grouped into
advocates and critics of technology. While the perspective of the instrumental theory can
be called advocates of technology (Watkins and Meador, 1977), the position of the
substantive theory can be labeled ‘antitechnologist’ (Borgmann, 1984).
The technology advocates emphasize the positive impact of technology on
society. Especially they claim the various freedoms that technology affords to the public.
Cooper (1995) suggested that their claims fall into three kinds of freedoms: freedom from
bondage to nature, freedom from ignorance and prejudice, and political freedom for
democracy. For example, freedom from bondage to nature could mean freedom from the
limitation to time and distance in sharing information. Freedom from ignorance and
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prejudice is advanced, as more information is available thereby encouraging people to be
free from bias, sentiment, and guesswork. Also, as an example of political freedom for
democracy, they claim that such recent information technology like e-mail could speed
up the interaction between government and the public therefore promoting democracy.
In contrast, the anti-technologists claim that people become the slaves to
technology. Cooper (1995) categorized enslavement claims into three headings. The first
one is the Frankenstein thesis, which claims that technology should help us control our
environment and lives in intent, but its products have risen against us and gone out of our
control in practice. It inspires technological determinism that claims technology leads
social change and emphasizes that human beings cannot control the basic thrust of
technological development. The second heading is fear that technology endangers
democratic freedom. Critics of technology under the enslavement paradigm contend that
several computer companies outside democratic control dominate the markets and play
influential roles in making political decisions regarding technology. The last one is
related to the impact of technology on human conception. Some technology critics
indicated that technology reduces and narrows our cultural and epistemic horizons with
optimism about its democratic potential. They claim that current information technology
shows a tendency to restrict knowledge to what can be translated into quantities of
information and into commodities.
Autonomy of Technology
A key issue of debate between the advocates and critics of technology is the
autonomy of technology. The dominant paradigm of technology in America has
supported and reproduced an ideology of autonomy. Slack (1984) claimed that the
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autonomy takes two forms: autonomy in origins (an issue of development) and autonomy
in action (an issue of use).
When a technology is treated as autonomous in origin, it is depicted as simply
appearing out of a vacuum, as the product of an individual intellect and as the logical
outcome of a self-generative, on-going technological advance. This way ignores the fact
that technology is integrally related to the larger social formation within which it
emerges. Slack (1984) pointed out that the assumption of autonomous origin of
technology pervades the mainstream research on communication technology. The focus
of the research has been on the management of the impact of technologies after the fact of
their appearance, rather than on the management of the inventive process.
This notion of the autonomy of origins is closely related to the notion of the
autonomy of action. When a technology is treated as autonomous in action, it is
technology itself, the technical thing-in-itself, which is understood to be an independent
force in society. This means that technology is not a social configuration that is effective.
Rather, it the technology that is effective all by itself. The notion of autonomous
technology in action is connected to the thought of technology as tool.
Slack also pointed out that the assumption of the autonomy of action is supported
by and reproduced in social and discursive practices. This results in a silence on the
questions of the role and desirability of social forces embedded in the technologies that
allow them to do that thing.
On the opposite side, the critics of technology have claimed that the technology
itself is already the embodiment of social relations. Raymond Williams has set forth an
explicit theoretical position on the development of technology as the embodiment of
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social relations and has offered a detailed analysis of a particular technology, which was
television.
Raymond Williams, in Television (1975), argues that technologies are “looked for
and developed with certain purposes and practices already in mind,” some direct, some
indirect. They are direct “as known social needs, purposes and practices to which
technology is not marginal, but central. They are also indirect in that the choices
determining what technologies are developed and what they look like are not entirely
conscious choices, but are consequences of the particular organization of society such
that there is always a “crucial community of selected emphasis and intention.”
Technologies are thus developed as the corresponding embodiments of certain
social relations, particular sets of emphasis and responses within particular sets of
determining limits and pressures. Technology is no longer an isolatable, discrete object,
which can be abstracted from society. Therefore, the focus of study can no longer be the
impact of technology on society. Rather, the focus of study shifts to understanding the
complex of social relations within which a technology emerges, embodying those
relations, corresponding to those relations, and ultimately enhancing those relations.
Technology and Values
We have discussed two contrasting paradigms on technology and noticed that
technology is valued differently in them. Why is technology considered either good or
bad? Watkins and Meador (1977) suggested that the view of nature and the philosophy of
a society could be sources for the value systems of technology.
Technology is differently valued depending on one’s views of nature and society.
The view of nature as antagonist claims that man’s success is dependent on controlling
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and altering nature. Nature remains the antagonist to be confronted and compelled to
submit. Technology is a competent tool for struggling with antagonistic nature for
survival. Watkins and Meador also claimed that in the development of North America,
Americans saw nature as an antagonist more actively than was necessary.
The view, nature as benign, sees nature as a benign force and friendly presence.
Man strives for identification with nature and obedience to nature’s rule. This view is
widely found in religions of Eastern society. Modern critics of technology tend to adopt
the benign approach to nature. Technology is considered a bad thing breaking nature’s
rules.
On the other hand, philosophy of society suggests other relationships between
technology and society. Idealism, started by Plato, holds that the Absolute or the Idea
contains the universe. The earth and its multitude are imperfectly observed reflections of
the perfect Idea. In connection with values, if reality is permanent, then ideals are also
permanent. Values are derived from the authority of ideas and themselves in turn have
permanence. Today, the authority of values is the state, church, parents, and other
authority figures as they provide values to guide the individual. Watkins and Meador
(1977) claim that advertising is a vigorous arm of authority, praising what authority
wants praised, condemning what it wants condemned. By holding certain things
attractively up to the light and purposively shadowing others, advertising sells products
and services and channels human values.
Pragmatism, which developed in nineteenth century America, stressed facts,
action, and the effects of power rather than abstractions, fixed principles, and semantic
solution. Grounded in pragmatism, an action was judged good if it succeeded, and an
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effort appropriate if it worked. Efficiency was valued the most in deciding whether an
action or effort was good or bad. Watkins and Meador (1977) pointed out that
pragmatism established itself as the philosophical foundation of many engineers and
scientists. The focus of scientific development was on “will it work?” rather than on the
purpose and possible consequences of a technology.
Utilitarianism, advocated by Jeremy Bentham in the late eighteenth and early
nineteenth centuries, was based on the principles of “the greatest happiness of the greatest
numbers.” Utility was stressed as the means of accomplishing the principle. Utilitarian
decision started with the calculation of the positive and negative sides. Watkins and
Meador (1977) indicated that the utilitarian philosophy has been applied into policy
decisions or legislations regarding technology in America.
Positivism, which was begun by August Comte in the early nineteenth, relies on
the scientific method. It attempts to be scientific by subjecting arguments to precise
analysis. It posits that reality can be divided into facts. By adding up the facts, reality can
be understood. In relation to value, positivists assert that abstract words such as “good” or
“bad” are not accessible to empirical tests. Watkins and Meador (1977) pointed out that
positivism provided optimistic views of scientific methods and knowledge.
Dialectical Materialism by Marx and Engels provides a different view of
technology. The dialectical philosophy holds that permanence and change are opposites,
but they interrelate. Interaction between permanence and change results inevitably in a
pattern of change. Based on the dialectical philosophy, Marx developed the philosophy of
dialectical materialism. It starts with the theory that the pattern of human life is
established by economic need (synthesis) which results in classes (antithesis). The
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struggles among classes constitutes the historical process, the end result (thesis) comes
with withering away of states and classes as the proletariat assumes power (Watkins and
Meador, 1977).
For Marx, technology was a weapon in the struggles between classes. Thus
technology under capitalism has a necessarily political character. It means that
technology cannot be neutral in a class society. Technology can be used either by the
owning class to oppress or by the revolutionary class to rise up (Westrum, 1991).
Marx’s major contribution, according to MacKenzie (1984), was his observation
in the sponsorship of technology. He asked, “In whose interest has technology
developed” and replied technology is developed “in the interests of capitalists.”
Westrum (1991) pointed out that Marx’s real contribution is to “emphasize that
technologies do not stand alone. They are always surrounded by social institutions, they
are brought into being to achieve social ends, and they shape the contours of social life
because they are part of human activities that give structures to relationship” (p. 42).
Summary
Table 2.1 provides a summary of the discussion thus far regarding technology and
the relationship of technology and values. There are two extreme paradigms that have
supported debates on technology and society. Under the freedom paradigm supported by
technology advocates, technology is a tool or means to accomplish human goals. It is a
thing that is autonomous and independent from other institutions. Technology helps
humans to survive from antagonistic nature.
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Table 2.1: Summary of Two Paradigms of Technology

Issues
Advocates of Technology
Definition of technology Technology is a thing: an
isolatable, discrete object, self
contained, unitary, and
homogeneous phenomena.

Critics of Technology
Technology is the embodiment
of social relation.

Technology is tool.
Impact of technology on Freedom: Technology
society provides various freedoms for
humans.
Autonomy Yes, technology is
autonomous in origin and
action.
Relationship with value Technology is value-free.

View of nature Nature as antagonist:
Technology is a tool to control
or overcome the limitation of
nature
Philosophical foundation Pragmatism
Utilitarianism
Positivism
Values supported Efficiency
Utility, Freedom
Optimistic view of
technology.

Enslavement: people become
enslaved by technology.
No, technology is not
separable from social
relationships.
Value judgments are involved
in every step of technological
development.
Nature as benign: Nature’s
rules should be kept. But
technology breaks the rules.
Materialism

Pessimistic view of
technology.
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On the other hand, technology critics argued that technology is value-laden social
products rather than autonomous value-free things. Their concerns are focused upon how
technology is invented and shaped by human values. They have pessimistic views of
technological consequence.
Based on the discussion of two paradigms of technology, the following section
reviews previous studies addressing how mass media present technology in their
contents.

Presentations of Technology in Mass Media
A set of scholars has been interested in how technology and science are presented
in the press as contemporary society becomes dependent on technology and science.
Media presentation of technology and science is very important because many adults
learn about science and technology through the media (Nelkin, 1987).
Media Coverage of Technology in General
Nelkin (1987), in her book Selling Science: How the Press Covers Science and
Technology, explored the images of technology that are conveyed to the public through
the press and the characteristics of both journalism and science that contribute to shaping
these images. She examined the broad range of media coverage on science and
technology. Her study included (1) national newspapers such as the New York Times, the
Washington Post; (2) local newspapers, drawing from Newsbank, a file of 100 local
newspapers around the United States; (3) national news magazines such as Time,
Newsweek, and U.S. News and Reports; and (4) Widely distributed specialized
magazines, including women’s, health, and business magazines.
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She reported four mystiques of science in the press: scientist as star, science as a
resource, the purity of science, and the authority of scientific theory. Scientists were
portrayed as stars who were engaged in a highly competitive international race for prizes
and prestige. Also, she argued that scientific knowledge was presented as the most
important resource by stressing the scientists as superior and idealizing technical
professions. She concluded that whatever journalists write on technology and science,
their reports conveyed a sense of awe about science. Therefore, the press ultimately
contributed to the obfuscation of science and helped to perpetuate the distance between
science and the citizen.
Furthermore, she pointed out that the press coverage of new technological
developments played on and encouraged public desire for easy solutions to economic,
social and medical problems. For instance, in the early 1970s, media coverage on high
technology celebrated new computer developments and the images implied unlimited
progress. She added that the inflated language of press reports on technological
developments was similar to the language of high tech ads in the magazines and
newspapers. According to one of her examples, advertisers sold computers as the cure for
techno phobia. During the 1970s and early 1980s, the articles were rare in the popular
press suggesting that high technology might not be the panacea advertised. She pointed
out that as a result, reporting of technology by the press simply conveyed their stories of
success if they fit with prevailing hopes or beliefs.
In conclusion, she argued that the interests of both scientists and journalists
conspire to skew coverage so that science is typically represented as progressive, problem
solving, and beneficial. The results generated superficial and ultimately erroneous
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portrayals that neglected both the tentative nature of scientific inquiry and its political
context.
Nelkin’s study gave evidence that the images on science and technology in the
American press are biased to positive and optimistic views and that science and
technology are portrayed as neutral and pure machines separated from human values.
Nelkin’s study was on general media coverage of science and technology
including medicine, environmental subjects, and so on. This study focuses more on how
Internet technology has been presented by the media. The following are the studies
concerning media coverage of the Internet.
Media Coverage of the Internet
Berdayes and Berdayes (1998) examined portrayals of the information highway in
magazine articles published between 1993 and 1994. They investigated how magazine
articles construct reality on access, funding, and function of information highway. They
used theoretical sampling to examine discourses directed at a demographically diverse
audience and analyzed 18 articles from various magazines.
They found four different clusters of narratives; (a) a trickle-down cluster,
centered around the view that new consumer benefits deriving from the information
highway will trickle down from private industry to the population; (b) a new rules cluster,
whose basic theme is that the information highway provides new opportunities to people
excluded from powerful positions in the business world; (c) a social good cluster, which
focuses on the ability of the information highway either to weaken or to strengthen
democratic principles based on government protection of the public interest; and (d) a
trickle-up cluster, in which the information highway will be controlled by rapacious
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private businesses. In relation to access, funding, and function of the information
highway, each cluster presented a characteristic of the three themes and the interplay of
these themes constructed a consistent reality that the information highway is assumed to
develop.
In conclusion, their analysis revealed broad commonalities across the sample of
narratives; (a) the general population was depicted as powerless, private industry as
powerful, and governmental power was portrayed inconsistently; (b) while universal
access was not an issue, the access of those who subscribe to service was depicted; (c)
practical, useful functions that assist the person connecting to local resources such as
medical, educational, service organizations were not featured, but rather, the focus was
on functions that expedite business transactions and aid economic growth.
They concluded that magazine narratives on the information highway generated a
sense of powerlessness of the general population and portrayed the information highway
as an autonomous economic force toward which individuals must adjust their actions.
Thus, they argued that the magazine narratives close off alternative possibilities for social
development.
A more recent study on the media coverage of the Internet was conducted in
Germany. Rössler, Patrick (2001) conducted a quantitative content analysis of German
news magazine coverage on the Internet during January 1995 – June 1998. Their focus
was on how media frame the Internet in four dimensions of presentation, subtopics,
cognitive attributes, and affective attributes. From the three most popular weekly news
magazines in Germany, 374 articles on Internet coverage were identified and analyzed.
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The study reported that German magazines had a significant degree of attention to
and a prominent display of Internet issues and that the major subtopics treated in the
articles were a more general coverage of the issue rather than a more distinct examination
of specific applications.
Another interesting finding of the study involved the argumentation patterns as
cognitive attributes. Based on eight argumentation patterns, four negative and four
positive, while 76. 8 percent of the published argumentations were positive in their
tendency, less than one quarter of the patterns reproduced a negative line of
argumentation. Thus, the authors contend that the Internet was framed as a new media
technology with positive outcomes in most domains of social, political, and individual
life, particularly with a great potential for economic progress. The study also
demonstrated a strong tendency to expect emancipatory effects of the Internet on the
single individual.
In addition, McOmber (1999) analyzed presidential discourses about the Internet
and explored the implicit definitions of technology. The study, which analyzed contents
of the official Web site of the Clinton-Gore presidential administration in the U.S., found
that the Web site showed an interesting blend of technology as instrumentality and
technology as novelty in the use of definitions of technology. The dominant portrayal of
the Internet on the Web site of the White House focused on its novelty and continuously
reminded the audience and readers that the Internet promises revolutions in education,
commerce, and daily life. Thus, they suggested the inevitability of the change and
adoption of the technology.
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The media coverage of technology shows several commonalities. First of all, the
press presents a new technology in positive ways. The coverage displays a respect for
technology, delivers the expectation that lives will be better with the technology, and
provides the inevitability of technology adoption.
In relation to the presentation of the Internet, the coverage emphasizes the
adoption by private industries and provides optimistic views on business applications of
the Internet.
Advertising Promoting Technology
As mentioned in Nelkin’s study (1987), advertising plays a major role in shaping
the positive and optimistic technology images and functions as a problem-solver for
advertisers, who distribute a technology product in a society. This section reviews the
studies focusing on technology presentation in advertising.
Reed (2000) examined how the personal computer came into American homes
and helped people to overcome their fear of computers. Based on an analysis of popular
discourse, advertisements, and advice literature on personal computers between the 1960s
and 1990s, he reported how the personal computer was successfully connected to middleclass ideals and was transformed from a frightening and distant war machine into a
socially and family- friendly machine. The study’s focus was on how public discourse
surrounding the emergence of computers managed computer fears like computer
addiction. He claimed that the public discourse managed computer-phobia and
transformed it into computer-philia. According to his analysis, throughout the 1970s and
1980s, the personal computer was successfully re-articulated and connected to middleclass family ideals that transformed the familiar and frightening icon into a domesticated
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friend of the family. Also, by the late 1980s and the 1990s, the personal computer was rearticulated as appropriate technology for female activities. According to one of the
examples by Reed (2000), when IBM launched its personal computer, market research
showed that IBM itself was seen as cold and aloof by home computer users. Thus, during
the 80s, IBM used a Charlie Chaplin lookalike and a reference to his 1936 film “Modern
Times” and successfully personalized and humanized its image. Reed’s study focused on
more specific technological issues like computer fear and showed how media discourse
managed the negative problems and positioned a new technology into American homes.
Advertising Promoting the Internet
Kaplan (1990) conducted an analysis of magazine advertisements for computing
and advanced telecommunication products, with emphasis on visual metaphors in those
types of advertisements. The study started with the assumption that cultural values and
personal beliefs mediate public acceptance of technological innovations and the
willingness of people to incorporate them into their lives. It also further examined the
role of metaphors in communicating social values associated with new communication
technology.
The study was based on five frequently used metaphors to characterize
technologies, which was drawn from previous literature: lever, web, machine in the
garden, synthesis of old, and new values and revolution.
The metaphor ‘lever’ refers to the ability of new information technologies to
enhance human intelligence by freeing people from the drudgery of routine clerical tasks,
exposing them to richer information environments, and allowing them to perform more
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analytic tasks (Toffler, 1980, 172-175). New communication technologies are levers in
the sense that they extend human mental abilities.
For the web metaphor, advanced information technologies are webs that link
people, institutions, and entire cultures in ways that are more complex and varied than
was previously possible (Williams, 1983, 138-143). These webs create new
interdependencies among established social, political, and economic entities. The web
metaphor can incorporate the phenomenon of interactivity that is so widely discussed in
the Internet literature.
The machine in the garden metaphor constructs a humanistic image of the new
information machines (Dizard, 1985, 9-10). According to this metaphor, information
technology fosters personal growth and social diversity. The application of the garden
metaphor to new communication technologies creates an image of pluralism and
individual liberty.
The synthesis of old and new values metaphor refers to the creation of a more
stable society in which traditional family and community values could flourish.
Finally, the revolution metaphor incorporates the themes that the information age
is a radical departure from the past and the images of technology created by these
metaphors tend to be optimistic.
Based on these five metaphors, Kaplan analyzed 217 ads for home computers and
advanced telephone technologies from 1984 to 1988 in Newsweek and Life as generalinterest magazines and Scientific American as a technology-interest magazine. The results
showed that the most widely used metaphors in the magazine samples were lever and
synthesis of old and new values. The author stressed that the lever metaphor is related to
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the utilitarian value of technology as well as the capabilities of the particular product and
service. The metaphor is consistent with the goals of advertising that promote values of
the products and services. Also, the wide use of the metaphor of the synthesis of old and
new values implies that advertisers of new technologies try to establish some continuity
with the past in order to make their innovation more acceptable. On the other hand, the
researcher pointed out that the uses of the revolution might reinforce the idea of
technological inevitability, but divert attention from possible undesirable consequences.
Kitalong (2000) also examined public discourse in technology advertisements and
news magazines and pointed out that technology is commonly described in magical
terms, not only in advertising, but also in journalism and technical communication.
According to his analysis of Welcome to Cyberspace, a 1995 special issue of Time, the
magazine’s ads and articles simultaneously promoted the Internet and taught readers with
no direct Internet experience what and how to think about the Internet. In the issue,
advertisements were dispersed through the whole issue as a multi-episode fairy tale in
which each episode’s individual magical transformation ultimately contributed to a
comprehensive transformation destined to change the world.
Summary
Table 2.2 provides a summary of the studies just discussed. The studies showed
that mass media in America have delivered and supported positive and optimistic views
and celebrated the development and introduction of new science and technology. The
studies confirmed the role of media as a technology supporter regardless of the contents
of the news reporting or advertising. The presentation of the Internet in media coverage
and advertising has shown the same tendency.
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Table 2.2: Previous Studies on Presentations of Technology in Mass Media
Author
(Year)
Nelkin
(1987)

Berdayes
& Berdayes
(1998)

Patrick
(2001)

# of sample

Time
Medium
Period
Media coverage of technology

N.A.

20 years

New York Times,
Washington Post,
Local Newspapers,
Time, News Week,
U.S. World Reports,
Business Week,
Discover.
Media coverage of the Internet
1993One issue from 18
18 articles by
1994
magazines:
Theoretical
Sampling

374 articles

January
1995 –
June
1998

Three most popular
weekly news
magazines in
Germany

Findings
Solutions to economic,
social and medical
problems.

They found four
different clusters of
narratives:
1. A trickledown cluster
2. A new rules
cluster
3. A social good
cluster
4. A trickle up
cluster
-A sense of
powerlessness of the
general population.
-Autonomous
economic forces
toward which
individuals must
adjust their actions
- Framed as
positive
outcomes in
social,
political and
individual life,
particularly
with a great
potential for
economic
progress.
- emancipatory
effects.
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Table 2.2: Continued
McOmber
(1999)

Reed (2000)

Kaplan
(1990)

Kitalong
(2000)

The official web site
of the Clinton-Gore
presidential
administration in the
U.S.

N.A.

Advertising promoting technology
From
Popular discourse,
1964
advertisements, and
advice literature on
personal computer.

Advertising promoting the Internet
1984 Newsweek and Life as
217 ads for
1988
general-interest
home
magazines and
computers and
advanced
Scientific American
as technology-interest
telephone
magazine.
technologies.

Public
discourse in
technology
advertisements
and reports.

Spring
1995

Welcome to
Cyberspace, a 1995
special issue of Time

The implicit
definitions of
technology:
- Blend of technology
as instrumentality and
technology as novelty
in the use of
definitions of
technology.
-The dominant
portrayal focused on
its novelty
Media discourses
including advertising
manage the negative
problems and position
a new technology into
American homes.
Based on four
metaphors of
technology: lever,
web, machine in the
garden, synthesis of
old and new values
and revolution,
most widely-used
metaphors were lever
and synthesis of old
and new values.
Technology is
commonly described
in magical terms not
only in advertising
but also in journalism
and technical
communication
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CHAPTER THREE
METHODOLOGY
Chapter two summarized two contrasting paradigms of technology and previous
studies on the presentations of technology in mass media in order to provide a context for
this study. Chapter three addresses the framework of the study and its method. It starts
with the theoretical framework as a qualitative inquiry and posed three research
questions. It explains the sample, the development of coding categories, and the coding
process.

Theoretical Framework of the Study
This study takes a qualitative approach using document analysis. For the
qualitative researcher, because reality is constructed by the individuals involved in the
research situation, multiple realities may exist in any given situation (Creswell, 1994).
This study proceeds from the premise that a certain reality is constructed through
the messages and advertisements created by technical organizations. This reality is
packaged within cultural values that are understood and accepted by readers of the
advertisements. While an ad may be interpreted in different ways by different consumers,
this study assumes that advertisements are carefully constructed, and sometimes tested, to
assure that there is one dominant, intended, and overriding message to be conveyed.
Through detailed attention and insight, the researcher is able to discern the intended
message.
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Specifically, the study explores how the Internet is presented in advertisements
and how the presentations are connected to cultural values regarding technology. The
development of technology is the result of a very complex process. There is a reciprocal
relationship between technology and cultural values. The reality of technology is
constructed differently depending upon its context. Technology is shaped by human
values, and as a result, changes those human values in an ongoing reciprocal relationship
(Cutcliffe, 1989).
Advertisements represent one of ways in which the reality of the Internet is
associated with cultural values in the study. Advertising is a potential method of meaning
transfer by bringing the consumer goods and a representation of the culturally constituted
world together within the frame of a particular advertisement. In other words,
“advertising is the conduit through which meaning moves from the culturally constituted
world to consumer goods and advertising serves as a lexicon of current cultural
meanings” (McCracken, 1986). Figure 3.1 summarizes the theoretical framework of the
study.

Research Questions
The study asks three research questions concerning presentations of the Internet in
advertising.
RQ1: How has the technology of the Internet been presented in advertising?
In order to answer the research question, the message strategy and themes of the
Internet technology used in each ad are identified. A more detailed description of the
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Society (America)

Technology

Cultural Values

Advertisements

Figure 3.1: Theoretical Framework of the Study

category development process for the research questions is provided in the method
section (p. 49)
RQ2: Has the way in which the Internet is presented changed over time, particularly,
1995 to 2000?
In order to see the changes in the presentation of the Internet, the number of ads
each year, product types advertised, target audience of ads, as well as the changes in the
themes and message strategies, are examined.
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RQ3: How are the presentations of the Internet in advertising related to the cultural
values in the U.S.?
The theoretical relationships between U.S. cultural values and technology
reflected in ads on the Internet will be explored based on the results of RQ 1 and 2 along
with previous literature.

Methods
Document analysis based on principles of qualitative research has been used to
answer the research questions. Document analysis provides insight into the way in which
things may have been interpreted or understood. Also, it is useful to study how the
meanings of a thing can change over time and within a given context. It helps researchers
trying to discover “what the document meant to the people who produced it, to the people
to whom it was directed, and to the people who read it when it was produced” (Taylor,
1994).
Mass media advertising is a rich source for studying what a product or service
means in a society and culture. Advertisements are a type of business document in the
public record that purposefully addresses the meaning of a product or service to a given
audience (Lincoln & Guba, 1985).
While quantitative content analysis has been mainly used to analyze the
characteristics of messages in advertisements, a qualitative approach to documents is
taken as a major method for this study. Altheide (1987) summarized the differences
between quantitative and non-quantitative content analysis. Suggesting an ethnographic
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approach to document analysis based on principles of qualitative data collection and
analysis, he contrasted it with traditional quantitative content analysis.
According to his arguments, conventional modes of quantitative content analysis
were originated in positivistic assumptions about objectivity. It provides a way of
obtaining data to measure the frequency and variety of messages. Countable and
measurable units like time or/and space are used to determine the ‘objective’ significance
of meanings. The purpose of the quantitative content analysis is to verify or confirm
hypothesized relationships between the cause and effect variables on the basis of prestructured categories.
Qualitative document analysis, what Altheide (1987) called “ethnographic content
analysis, ” is used to document and understand the communication of meanings, as well
as verify theoretical relationships. Its unique characteristic is “reflective and highly
interactive nature of the investigator, concepts, data collection, and analysis.”
The purpose of the study is to explore how the Internet is presented in
advertisements and how it has changed over time, and to verify theoretical relationships
of the presentations with cultural values regarding technology. Therefore, qualitative
document analysis is an appropriate method for the purpose of study. Recently, several
researchers (Chompunuch, 2001: Taylor & Wolburg, 1998: Wolburg & Taylor, 1997)
have used document analysis to explain cultural values in advertising.
Sampling
The sampling frame for data collection was purposively selected for the study.
Advertisements for Internet-based products from 1995 to 2000 were collected from Time,
a U. S. weekly news magazine. All ads of full-page size or larger were included in the
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sample. In order to identify Internet-based products, the range of services and products
related to the Internet summarized by Gattiker (2001) was used as a guide (See Table 1.1
in p. 6).
The period of 1995 to 2000 was chosen for the study. As mentioned in the section
on the history of the Internet (see p. 10-12), the historical development of the World
Wide Web in 1991 and the introduction of the first Web browser in 1993 opened the way
for the general public to easily use the Internet. Also in 1995, the general public began to
have a broader access to the Internet when private companies became the providers of
Internet technology rather than National Science Foundation. Thus, Internet technology
became user-friendlier and the general pubic began to realize its presence and value
around 1995.
Given this environment, the number of Internet users grew dramatically each
year. As seen in Figure 1.1 on p. 13, Internet users constituted around ten percent of the
American population in 1995 and reached fifty percent in the year 2000. Thus, during this
five-year period, the marketers that sold Internet-based products or services increased
their advertising expenditures in traditional mass media in order to introduce their new
products and services and to build their brand images (Mohr, 2001). In examining
advertisements during this period, this study attempts to reveal how the Internet was
promoted to encourage the general pubic to adopt it as a meaningful technology.
Also, the sampling frame was narrowed to Time, a weekly news magazine, for
several reasons. First, the magazine was chosen because popular magazines have
traditionally been consumers’ major information source for what is going on in the
rapidly changing scientific and technical fields (Nelkin, 1987). Weekly news magazines
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have especially been used to analyze media contents and advertisements regarding
technology in other previous studies (Nelkin, 1987: Berdayes & Berdayes 1998:
Kitalong, 2000: Rössler, 2001).
Also, in relation to the second research question, the sampling frame was
narrowed to a specific magazine. The second research question asks how the presentation
of the Internet has changed during 1995 to 2000. Since the research question focuses on
tracing the historical changes in advertisements for Internet-related products rather than
on comparing Internet presentations across different magazines, using a magazine as a
reference is more appropriate for demonstrating the changes in ad presentations of the
Internet.
According to Advertising Age, Time is a top news magazine with approximately
four million in paid-circulation (Magazines by circulation, 2001). Especially, as seen
Table 3.1, the audience of Time consists of people with various age, income, and
education levels. Thus, the magazine is well suited for the purpose of studying the reality
of the Internet in advertising targeting general public. Moreover, Time has continuously
offered editorials and reports focusing on the Internet. The magazine published its first
special issue on the Internet “Welcome to Cyberspace,” intended to be a comprehensive
introduction to the new technology for a general audience in Spring, 1995 (Kitalong,
2000).
Based on the range of services and products related to the Internet suggested by
Gattiker (2001) in Table 1.1, a total of 586 advertisements that promoted Internet-based
products or services were collected from Time magazine from 1995 to 2000. Duplicated
ads were eliminated and, thus, 504 ads were finally used for the analysis.
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Table 3.1: Profiles of Time Audiences
Demographics

Time
Audience

Sex

Male
Female

52.77%*
47.23%

Age

18-24
25-34
35-44
45-54
55-64
More than 65

11.24%
18.55%
23.11%
21.20%
10.30%
14.81%

Household Less than $15,000
Income
$15,000- $29,999
$30,000- $49,999
$50,000- $74,999
$75,000- $99,999
More than $ 100,000
EducationHighest
level
completed

8.17%
16.53%
23.03%
24.25%
12.36%
15.68%

35.81%
Less than high school
47.09%
College-less than 1 year to graduate
Attended graduate school- no degree to
17.12%
degree

*How to read: The percentage means that 52.77% of Time audience is men.

Source: Simmons Marketing Research, Spring 1998.
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Developing a Coding Scheme
Analytic induction was utilized as the qualitative method for examining the
transcripts for categories. A working scheme for coding was developed by examining
initial cases of ads in the following three stages and the scheme was modified and refined
(Goetz and LeCompte, 1984).
Stage1: Coding contextual cues in advertisements
Year, target audience, and product types were selected as contextual cues that
frame the overall message and lend support to the theme of the Internet (Wolburg, 1995).
•

Year advertised: The year advertised was coded to see the yearly changes in
message strategies and technological themes related to the Internet.

•

Types of products or services advertised: In order to determine the product
types, the researcher first asked two questions; “ Is the product or service in
the ad based on or related to Internet technology? If so, “What is the main
function of the products or services for consumers’ everyday lives? Initially,
four product types related to the Internet were identified through the
preliminary screening process: Products enabling the Internet,
communication, information searching and management, and e-commerce. As
the real coding was proceeded, another new product category emerged.
‘Corporate image’ was added because some ads focused on promoting the
company itself, rather than on a specific Internet product or service. What
follows are the detailed explanations of the five product types.
1) Products enabling the Internet: Technological products that are
needed to make the Internet work, such as Internet appliances like
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computers, wireless phones, Internet backbones (Modems),
Internet servers, and Web browsers.
2) Communication: Technological products or services that help
consumers share information and connect other people, related to
e-mail, networking, and document sharing.
3) Information Searching and Management: Technological products
or services that help consumers to find and manage information
easily. For example, search engines that help consumers to easily
find information.
4) E-commerce: Technological products or services that helps ecommerce work, including dot.com companies and other ecommerce-related software.
5) Corporate image building: Instead of promoting Internet-related
products or services, a company is advertised to build image as an
Internet-related company.
•

Target audience: Two major audience groups were identified in the
process of initial examination of the ads: General consumers and business
people.

Stage 2: Coding of message strategies
The second stage was to develop coding categories to examine how the Internet
has been promoted during the period. Message strategies and technological themes were
chosen as units of coding.
First, for message strategies, the researcher examined initial cases of the ads from
various months of each year (See Appendix 1). The purpose of the initial ad screening
was to get maximum variance in the message elements of the ads. The researcher asked
two questions: “What messages are the creators of the ads trying to convey to consumers?
And “If I buy and use the Internet or Internet-based products or services, considering the
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claims of the ads, what would happen?” The researcher’s experiences as a copywriter for
an advertising agency and as a consumer were used as a guide to answer these two
questions.
The examination of initial cases of ads was stopped when redundancy in message
elements started to show. Appendix 2 shows a list of the message elements identified.
Message elements were combined into two broad message categories: products attributeoriented elements and consumer benefit-oriented elements.
The six-message strategy wheel developed by Taylor (1999) helped to cluster the
message strategy categories. The six-segment strategy wheel divided message strategies
first into transmission view and ritual view. The purpose of advertising operated in the
transmission view is to impart, send, transmit or give factual information to consumers.
On the other hand, the purpose of advertising performed in the ritual view is to construct
and maintain an ordered, meaningful cultural world where consumers live. The
transmission and ritual views included three sub-categories under each view (Taylor,
1999).
The researcher divided the message elements identified by the initial inspection of
ads into two broad categories following the procedure used by Taylor. There were
sixteen product-based message elements and thirteen consumer benefits-based message
elements (See Appendix 2 for the details of the message elements) with two subcategories identified within the broad categories: Product attributes-oriented strategy and
company or brand name-oriented strategy; Individual benefits-oriented strategy and
Social benefits-oriented strategy.
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In order to code each ad, the researcher asked, “What strategy is mainly used among
the four strategies?” Even though an ad can employ more than one strategy, one
dominant message strategy usually exists. The following explains each of the fourmessage strategies.
1)

Product attributes-oriented strategy: It tries to deliver the product’s
attributes or fact-based information to consumers. The focus of an ad is
on the attributes of the product or service advertised.

2)

Company or brand name-oriented strategy: Its main purpose is to
improve the brand image or brand familiarity of companies or
products/services. The focus of an ad is on the company/ product or
service’s name itself, rather than on its specific attribute.

3)

Individual benefits-oriented strategy: It emphasizes the individuals’
benefits when purchased or consumed. The focus of an ad is on the
individual consumer’s benefits.

4)

Social benefits-oriented strategy: It appeals to the groups’ or social
motivations and the needs of consumers. The focus of an ad is on
others’ benefits.

Stage 3: Coding of technological themes
The researcher identified the technological themes related to the Internet
employed in each ad. The researcher asked, “What technological claims are used to
support their message?” The following eight themes emerged: Efficiency, control,
economic potential, revolution, magic, freedom, intelligence, and social connection.
Previous studies (Kaplan, 1990, Berdayes & Berdayes 1998: McOmber, 1999: Kitalong,
2000: Patrick, 2001) guided identification of these eight technological themes in ads.
Since the researcher noticed that several technological themes were employed in
many ads and it was hard to select just one main theme, all themes were coded depending
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upon the presence or absence of each theme. The following are detailed explanations of
the eight technological themes.
1)

Internet as Efficiency: An ad emphasizes that the Internet products or
services advertised works better, faster, and easier. The claims of ads
are based on the productivity principle of “less input, more output
principle.”

2)

Internet as Control: Ads claim that Internet products or services
advertised allow consumers to control or handle their problems.

3)

Internet as Economic Potential: An ad has a focus on the economic
potential and possibility that the product or service provide. If buying or
using Internet products or services advertised helps consumers increase
profits or sales.

4)

Internet as Revolution: An ad emphasizes the Internet as a “new”
technology, assuming new technology is better or companies
developing new technologies are better. An ad claims that since the
Internet is a new and recent technology, it gives dramatic positive
changes in the consumer’s life due to the Internet technology.

5)

Internet as Magic (Problem solver): Focusing on a company’s name, an
ad promises the solution of problems without reasonable evidence or
explanations.

6)

Internet as Freedom: An ad claims that individuals could free from time
and space constraints due to the Internet and as the results, enjoy their
own life.

7)

Internet as Intelligence: An ad emphasizes that Individuals could be
smarter since they can have more information, choice and selection.

8)

Internet as social connection: Ads focus on the sharing or connection
among people or organizations.

Data Coding
The researcher served as the primary coder for the 504 ads. The coding was
conducted during March 2002. The researcher coded each ad on the coding sheets in the
following four steps (See Appendix 3 for the detailed coding scheme). First, the ad was
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coded by contextual cues: date advertised, product types, and target audience. The second
step was to identify message elements, which are the intended messages that advertisers
or creators want to deliver. Based on the identified message elements, in the third step,
the researcher coded a main message strategy as the best. Finally, the researcher coded
the technological themes of the Internet that are employed in the ads. All possible
answers were coded.
Intercoder Reliability
In order to confirm the reliability of the coding, a second person coded ten percent of
the total sample ads. Intercoder reliability between the two coders was calculated by
Holsti (1969)’s formula. As seen in the Table 3.2, overall percent of agreements was
87%, which is in an acceptable range suggested by Kassarjian (1977). Intercoder
reliabilities per items varied from 82 % to 94 %.

Table 3.2: Intercoder Reliabilities per Item
Item

% of Agreement

Product types

82 %

Target audience

90 %

Message Strategies

82 %

Technological Themes

94 %

Overall

87 %
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CHAPTER FOUR
FINDINGS
Chapter four describes the findings obtained from the analysis of 504
advertisements for Internet-based products or services in Time magazine during 19952000. The first part discusses how the technology of the Internet has been presented in
the advertisements. The focus is on the message strategies and technological themes
used in the ads. The second part depicts the changes in the presentations of the Internet
in advertising. Ad examples are used throughout. The examples of the advertisements
used are shown in Appendix 5.

Data Analysis Procedure
The number of total ads promoting Internet-based products or services from
1995 to 2000 in Time magazine was 586 ads. Duplicated ads were coded only once and,
thus, the number of total ads analyzed came to 504. The list of advertisements analyzed
is provided in Appendix 4.
The researcher first previewed the ads in order to check validity of the proposed
coding categories. Then, each ad was carefully examined and coded on the coding
sheets by the four steps explained in the data coding of Chapter three (See p. 54).
During the coding process, sub-categories of the technological themes
‘efficiency and freedom’ emerged. Also, in relation to the research questions, patterns
and connections in the changes of message strategies and themes from 1995 to 2000
were noted. In addition, in order to answer research question 3, the theoretical
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relationship between technology presentations of ads and cultural values regarding
technology was explored.
After the categorization of the data on the coding sheets was finished, some
quantitative analyses were combined. SPSS statistical program was used to measure the
frequency and percent of each category and to observe the distribution of the message
strategy and technological themes by year, target audience, and product type. Also, in
order to see significance of the relationships of the message strategies and the themes by
year, product types, target audience, chi-square tests were utilized.
As Wolburg (1999) pointed out, when qualitative and quantitative approaches
with different philosophical and methodological assumptions were combined, care
should be taken. However, for certain research questions the combined use of two
different approaches can offer added insights. Counting of each emergent category is
often used to provide good descriptive information in qualitative research. Also,
statistical tests can be use to verify relationships among concepts emerged (Altheide,
1987).
For this study, frequencies and percentages were provided to help understand
presentations and changes in advertisements for Internet related products. Chi-square
tests were used to see the relationship between message strategies and technological
themes and verify the changes in advertising presentations of the Internet year by year.
Wolburg (1999) used the chi-square test to see if a relationship between product
category and time expression category that emerged from a qualitative analysis of U.S.
TV commercials was significant.
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Chapter four first depicts each category of message strategies and themes
emerged through analytic induction of qualitative document analysis, with ad examples
in detail. Then it reports frequency and percent of each category and the results of
statistical tests to provide supplemental information regarding the research questions.

Part 1: Presentations of the Internet in Advertising
Part 1 first describes the uses of product types and target audience. Then, it
reports overall presentations of the Internet technology based on the uses of message
strategies and technological themes. Appendix 5 shows the advertisement examples in
which each category of product types, message strategies, and technological themes
were employed.
Product Types Promoted
As discussed in the method section, five product types related to the Internet
emerged through the analysis procedure: Products enabling the Internet,
communication, information searching and management, e-commerce, and corporate
image. Below are the detailed explanations and ad examples of each product type.
Products enabling the Internet
The category ‘product enabling the Internet’ was identified because many ads
promoted technological products that are needed to make the Internet work. These
products included Internet appliances like computers and wireless phones, Internet
backbones (Modems), Internet servers, and Web browsers. It is necessary for consumers
to buy these devices and software to use the Internet.
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Many traditional computer companies have added to their hardware some
functions related to Internet. The ad for the Compaq Presario demonstrates how existing
computer companies have sold their new models by relating it to the Internet (Ad 1). As
summarized in the headline “Congratulations, you now have everything you need to get
onto the Internet,” the ad claims that if consumers buy the Compaq computer, they are
ready to use the Internet. In that ad, other computer functions are not described. The ad
only targets consumers who need a computer for easy Internet access by emphasizing
that “getting on the Internet is as simple as pushing a button.”
An ad for Microsoft Windows 95 shows another example of a traditional
computer company that promoted its software product connecting to the Internet (Ad 2).
Introducing Microsoft Windows 95 operating system, the ad focuses on multitask
function that allows consumers to do other things while downloading from the Internet.
Thus, the ad claims, “if you’re new to the Internet, Windows 95 makes it easier to get
started.”
Also, new product categories such as Internet service providers and Web
browsers were developed with the introduction of the Internet. Ad 3 shows an early ad
for CompuServe, an Internet service provider.
Communication
The category ‘communication’ originated with the history of the Internet. The
development of the Internet was motivated by people’s desires to communicate or share
information with each other. Thus, these product types included technological products
or services that help consumers share information and connect with other people via email, networking, and document sharing.
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A two-page Lotus ad introduced NoteSuite focusing on team computing that is
possible with Internet technology. The ad (Ad 4) emphasized the benefits of
collaborative working by claiming that:
NoteSuite will not only help people create, analyze, produce and schedule
information, but it will also help people share it. And when people share
information, they become a team.
Information Searching and Management
As Information was overloaded with the introduction of Internet, some
advertisers introduced products or services that helped consumers to find specifically
desired information or organize the information in helpful ways. Thus, this product type
included products or services related to information search and management such as
search engines. The ad for Pathfinder shows a typical example of this product type (Ad
5). As the brand name Pathfinder implies, the ad claims that Pathfinder Personal Edition
could help consumers find and organize information depending on their personal
interests. It uses indirect comparative methods to emphasize Pathfinder’s benefits. In
the main visual showing two dogs, while a dog is holding a whole newspaper with the
mouth, another one is just holding a clipped newspaper article. The headline claimed,
“Pathfinder Personal Edition brings back just the information you’re interested in” like
the dog bringing a clipped article.
E-commerce
Business has actively adopted the Internet technology. Many companies
advertised technological products or services that help e-commerce work. Also, dot.com
companies that do business through the Internet were a main category in this product
type.
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An IBM ad introduces their e-business software that helps companies shorten
supply lines. With the slogan ‘Software is the soul of e-business” (Ad 6), the ad claimed
that IBM software makes e-businesses work better. On the other hand, Ad 7 shows an
ad for amazon.com, one of the most famous dot.coms. The ad emphasizes the
advantages of dot.coms having more selections than traditional book retailers do. The
headline of the ad was “There’s only place big enough for Earth’s biggest selection.”
Corporate image
The category ‘Corporate image’ was identified because some ads did not deal
with a specific product or service, but rather focused on companies themselves that
provide Internet- based products or services. Lucent Technologies’ ad demonstrated a
typical example of the type “corporate image” (Ad 8). The ad shows a business card
including the company’s logo and slogan as a main visual. The body copies emphasize
the invention history of the company from dial tone to voice mail and tries to maintain
its image as a technology innovator in the Internet age. As seen in the slogan “we make
the things that make communication work,” the purpose of the ad is to describe its
history and professionalism as the frontier of communication technology.
Frequency and percent of each product type promoted
Table 4.1 shows the frequency and percent of each product type promoted in a
total of 504 ads. E-commerce-related products or services were most frequently
advertised (46.0 %) during the period with products and services enabling the Internet
following at 24.2 %. Even though the original purpose of the Internet was to
communicate or share information with others, these types of products or services were
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Table 4. 1: Product Types Promoted

Product Types
E-commerce
Products enabling the Internet

Frequency Percent
232
46.0
122

24.2

Corporate Image

80

15.9

Communication

50

9.9

Info searching and management

20

4.0

504

100.0

Total

the least promoted in advertising (9.9% for communication and 4.0% for information
sharing and management). The changes across time in what types were advertised are
discussed later in the second part of this chapter.
Target Audience
The researcher examined to whom the ads were targeted. The broad categories
of target audience that emerged in the initial examination were ‘general consumers’ and
‘business people.’ Seventy-five percent of ads targeted general consumers and twentyfive percent of ads were intended to convey the message to business people.
Examining product types by target audience revealed some significant
differences (See Table 4.2). While products enabling the Internet and information
searching and management categories were promoted relatively more toward general
consumers, communication, e-commerce, and corporate image ads slightly more often
delivered to business people.
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Table 4. 2: Product Types Promoted by Target Audience

Product type

General
Consumers

Business
People

Total

Frequency

Percent

Frequency

Percent

Frequency

Percent

Products enabling
the Internet

116

95.1

6

4.9

122

100.0

Communication

35

70.0

15

30.0

50

100.0

Info Searching
and Management

18

90.0

2

10.0

20

100.0

E-commerce

155

66.8

77

33.2

232

100.0

Corporate Image

56

70.0

24

30.0

80

100.0

Total

380

75.4

124

24.6

504

100.0

Pearson Chi-Square=39.047, df=4. p=0.0005
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Message Strategies Used in the Ads
As mentioned in Chapter three, four message strategies emerged through a
preliminary analysis of the ads: Product attributes-oriented strategy, Company or brand
name-oriented strategy, Individual benefits-oriented strategy, and Social benefitsoriented strategy. The following section explains each of the four-message strategies
that emerged in the analysis. Ad examples are provided.
Product attributes-oriented strategy
The purpose of product attributes-oriented strategy is to deliver information on the
products or services promoted. The ads with product attributes-oriented strategy focus
on products or services themselves and explain the attributes of these products or
services to consumers. In relation to Taylor’s wheel, the product attributes-oriented
strategy belongs to the ration segment in which consumers make a rational purchase
decision based on product information provided in ads.
A typical ad using product attributes-oriented strategy can be seen in Ericsson’s ad
for a wireless phone (Ad 9) and an ad for America Online (Ad 10). The ad for Ericsson
focuses on explaining the characteristics of the product as a wireless phone with the
Internet access. Thus, the headline “No strings attached” directly describes the main
attribute of the product and the main visual shows a hand erasing the cord between the
phone and the personal computer. Product characteristics are explained in detail in the
body copy.
Also the ad introducing America Online version 4.0 (Ad 10) emphasizes the better
quality of the services. Since an online service is not a physical product like the wireless
phone of Ericsson, America Online emphasizes the product attributes that can be
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experienced after the purchase. However, the common focus of the two ads is on the
product or service itself.
Company or brand names-oriented strategy
Company or brand name-oriented strategy focuses on reminding the consumer of a
company’s or a brand’s name itself. This is a kind of routine strategy claimed by Taylor
(1999), in which brand or company names are the most important information and thus
consumers make a purchase decision based on the brand awareness or familiarity.
An ad for UPS demonstrates an example of company or brand names-oriented
strategy (Ad 11). The ad’s headline is the company’s name “UPS.” The sub-headline is
“Internet Business’ Three Favorite Letters.” The focus of the ad is on the name of the
company. Also, Dell’s e-business ad (Ad 12) uses the logo of the company as a main
visual to emphasize the name itself. The purposes of these two ads are to transfer their
existing brand familiarities to the e-business area.
Individual benefits-oriented strategy
Ads using individual benefits-oriented strategy emphasize personal benefits when a
product is purchased or used in relation to consumers’ life styles. Individual benefitsoriented strategy goes to the ego segment in Taylor’s wheel, in which personal,
emotional attachments to products or services are important for purchase decisions.
A Prodigy Internet ad uses an individual benefits-oriented strategy that focuses on
the personal benefits of the online service (Ad 13). The headline is “The Internet isn’t
for everybody.” And the sub-headline is “But then again, you are not everybody.” Also,
in the body copy, it emphasized individual benefits obtained from the purchase of the
product several times. It can be compare to the ad of America Online in Ad 10. Even
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though America Online and Prodigy are companies offering similar online services to
consumers, they used different message strategies. America Online employed the
product attributes-oriented strategy while Prodigy used the individual benefits-oriented
strategy.
Sheraton Hotel’s ad promoting its Internet access service also provides an example
using individual benefits-oriented strategy (Ad 14). The ad emphasizes the benefit of
Internet access that allows consumers to do working and resting at the same time. The
main visual shows a woman who is resting in the swimming pool of the hotel. The
headline and body copy said:
Headline: There is a fine line between business and pleasure. Cross it.
Body copy: Surf the web with your laptop. Then retreat to the pool for some indepth analysis. We give you access to the virtual world and breathtaking views of
the real one.
Social benefits-oriented strategy
This strategy appeals to the social motivations of people in the decision-making
process for a purchase. When people make a purchase, they sometime consider others
such as family members and figure out other people’s responses for the purchase. Social
benefits-oriented strategy can be related to the social segment in Taylor’s wheel. For the
segment, a purchase decision is made due to the consideration of others when a product
or service is purchased.
The Compaq and RadioShack’s co-op ad (Ad 15) shows how the social benefitsoriented strategy is used. The ad appeals to the desires of parents who want their kids to
do well at school. The ad’s main message is that when you buy the Compaq computer at
RadioShack your kids will have better report cards.
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IRS e-file ad also uses social benefits-oriented strategy. Its headline is “Join the 30
million Americans who e-file.” It tried to deliver a message that e-filing is getting
popular as a social phenomenon and suggested that you may need to do that as other
people do (Ad 16).
Frequency and percent of each message strategy
Table 4.3 shows the frequency and percent of each message strategy. The individual
benefits-oriented strategy was most frequently used to promote Internet-related products
and services categories (37.3 %0) during 1995-2000. Also company or brand nameoriented strategy was used in the one third of the ads (29.4%). Product attributesoriented strategy that delivers the products or services’ characteristics accounted for
25.8%. The Social benefits-oriented strategy was the least frequently used message
strategy at 7.5%.

Table 4. 3: Message Strategies Used in Ads for Internet-Based Products
Message strategies

Frequency Percent

Individual benefits-oriented strategy

188

37.3

Company or brand name-oriented strategy

148

29.4

Product attributes-oriented strategy

130

25.8

38

7.5

504

100.0

Social benefits-oriented strategy
Total
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Technological Themes Used in the Ads
As discussed in the coding scheme section of Chapter three, eight technological
themes emerged in the initial examination of the sample: Efficiency, control, economic
potential, revolution, magic, freedom, intelligence, and social connection. Careful
examinations of the ads generated some subcategories of the themes ‘efficiency and
freedom.’ A detailed explanation along with ad examples of each technological theme
follows:
Efficiency
Ads employing the theme ‘efficiency’ claim that the Internet products or services
promoted will make consumers work better, faster, and easier. Efficiency is based on
the principle “less input, more output” and its ultimate goal is to improve productivity
and to enhance convenience in consumers’ lives (Diesing, 1962).
MySimon.com employs the theme ‘efficiency’ in its holiday shopping ad (Ad 17).
Comparing online shopping to traditional shopping, the ad emphasizes the convenience
of online shopping with claims of time efficiency, more selections, and better deals.
Three sub-categories of efficiency were identified through the careful observation of
the ads.
•

Time efficiency (less time, more output)
This sub-category is related to people’s time concern. The ads claiming time

efficiency emphasizes the speed of work. The ad of Internet Explorer (Ad 18) shows
the typical example of claiming time efficiency. The headline is “Download
Internet Explorer 5 and do stuff faster.” The ad uses the word, “faster”, more than
ten times in the copy to emphasize the time efficiency of the Internet browser.
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Since the performance of the Internet depends on the speed, the time efficiency
theme has been popularly used in many other Internet-related ads.
•

Effort efficiency (Less effort, more output).
The ads employing the sub theme ‘effort efficiency’ focus on the ease of work.

Thus, they promise that less effort can lead to more output. Compaq’s ad
introducing the Internet PC emphasizes the ease of the computer in accessing the
Internet (Ad 19). The headline is “e-Easy” and the body copy claimed “easy to set
up,” “easy to check e-mail,” and “easy to add memory.”
•

Money efficiency (less money, more output)
This sub-theme emphasizes the saving of money when products or services

promoted are purchased. Microsoft Widows 95 ad shows an example of the money
efficiency theme (Ad 20). The headline is “Now comes with a free browser, free
time, and free services on the Internet.” The sub-headline is “You know, for those of
you who care about money.” The main visuals also included a navigation button for
calculation and a $ sign. The ad clearly employs money efficiency as a main theme.
Freedom
Ads including the technological theme ‘Freedom’ emphasize that Internetrelated products or services can provided people with freedom from the constraints in
their lives. As implied in the “Where do you want to go today?” slogan for Microsoft,
ads including the freedom theme claim that the connection of computers to the internet
allows consumers to go places that they did not previously have access to and as a result
will be freed of the constrains of actual physical time and space.
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The researcher identified three subcategories of the freedom theme in the ads:
Freedom from time constraints, freedom from space constraints, and freedom from
social surroundings.
•

Freedom from time constraints
The ads using this theme claim that Internet products will provide freedom to

consumers regardless of time. An ad for APC, one of companies providing power
availability solutions, appeals with a message that the product allows e-business
companies to free one from time constraints (Ad 21). The headline was “Always
Open” and the body copy explains why freedom from time constraints is critical for
the e-businesses.
•

Freedom from space constraints
This theme is related to the restriction of space in people’s lives as well as

closely relating to time constraints. As discussed before, Sheraton’s ad in Ad 14
employed freedom from space constraint. The ad claims that people can work and
rest at the same time wherever they are, provided they have Internet access.
•

Freedom from social surroundings
One interesting sub-category related to freedom emerged and was labeled

‘freedom from social surroundings.’ This theme emphasizes that the Internet allows
people to live apart from social settings. An AT&T personal network ad provides
the example of the theme (Ad 22). The headline is “If this is your corner office, this
is your network.” The main visual illustrates a man working at the beach alone.
These three sub-themes are closely related to each other and enhance the meaning of
freedom as a technological theme.
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Intelligence
When an ad uses the technological theme ‘Intelligence,’ it emphasizes that
individuals can be smarter or make smarter decisions due to the influence of the Internet
which provides more information, choice, and selection. The intelligence theme is
similar to the lever metaphor in Kaplan’s (1990) study, which refers to the ability of
new information technology to enhance human intelligence by exposing an individual
to a richer information environment.
For example, Microsoft claimed “Microsoft software helps you learn” and
“Information becomes intelligence,” and altavista.com claimed “Smart is beautiful.”
More specifically, Charles Schwab’s ad promoting online investing gives a clear case of
using the theme ‘intelligence’ (Ad 23). The headline is “How smart can you get about
online investing? That depends on your teacher.” The sub-headline was “In the last
month alone, Schwab has taught thousands of people how to become smarter online
investors.” The slogan of the Web site was “Schwab.com creating a world of smarter
investors.”
Revolution
The ads using ‘revolution’ as a technological theme focus on the Internet as a
new technology and assumed that the new technology is better and will bring
revolutionary changes to the life of a consumer. Kaplan (1990) pointed out that the
image of technology using the revolution theme tends to be optimistic.
For instance, assuming the Internet inevitably will bring positive changes,
Compaq asked consumers in an ad “Has it changed your life yet?” and Sun
Microsystems celebrated the Internet as “The feel-good hit of the 21st century” and
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described e-commerce as “The superfantastic net economy!” Also, UPS used the
revolution theme in an ad when it introduced its service on the Internet (Ad 24). The ad
promises that their online service would revolutionize its shipping business and
consumers have “a quicker, easier way to interact with UPS.”
Control
The theme ‘control’ means that if consumers use the Internet technology, they
can better cope with the problems in their lives or businesses. The ads utilizing the
theme ‘control’ claim that the Internet and related products give more power to
consumers in order to handle their problems. The ad for Digital Island represents an
example of using the control theme (Ad 25). The headline presents a business problem
of e-commerce and emphasizes that users can solve the problems with their network
service.
Social Connection
The theme ‘social connection’ is based on the characteristic of the Internet
enabling information sharing. The ads employing social connection emphasize that
connecting socially with each other will ultimately benefit consumers. Nortel Network’s
ad employs the social connection theme in the ad (Ad 26). The headline emphasizes that
the network is the best way to share a thought, which helps the community to have a
better connection with each other.
Magic
The ads using the ‘magic’ theme provide unrealistic promises for solving
problems related to the Internet. Focusing on a company’s or brand’s name, the ads
promise to solve problems without providing any reasonable evidence or explanations.
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AT&T employed the magic theme in the ads that introduced some of its products
related to Internet technology in 1995. Ad 27 shows the first and last pages of the series
ads in which popular American fairy tales were used to show problem solving through
Internet technology in consumers’ lives. For instance, various ads showed Cinderella
accessing a shoe manufacturer’s data bases, Little Red Riding Hood’s grandmother
being warned of the Big Bad Wolf’s approach by AT&T voice mail, Gulliver using a
single phone number that works wherever he goes, and Pinocchio getting out of trouble
by faxing a picture of fire to Gepetto, who is trapped in the whale’s belly.
The body copy in the first ads reads:
Once upon a time, a new and unusual form of technology appeared. It promised
to make all fantasies become reality. Some people called it the information
highway. Others called it Cyberspace. It had lots of names.
And the ads ended with following copy:
The Wizard and all his magical products and services made it easy for people to
embrace the technology. So what once seemed unattractive became beautiful in
the eyes of everyone. And they all communicated happily ever after.
The AT&T ads show how a company that leads the distribution of the Internet
appeals to consumers. Those ads did not include any specific explanation of the
technology even though they were the first ads that introduced its Internet products and
service to consumers. Rather, it construes the Internet as a means to easily solve
problems in consumers’ lives with magical transformations explained through familiar
fairy tales. Kitalong (2000) pointed out that these AT&T ads are “examples of arresting
magic in that they encourage a belief that difficult problems can be erased when one
uses specialized Internet devices and services.”
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Economic Potential
The ads using the economic potential theme emphasized that Internet technology
can increase sales or improve profits. Some ads claim the economic potential of ebusiness that is based on the Internet technology. An ad for Digital Island shows an
example of the theme (Ad 28). The ad’s headline is “This year, E-commerce sales will
hit $48.6 billion. Buckle up.” The main visual shows a roller coaster going up. The
purpose of the ad is to provide economic potentials of e-commerce and to claim that
Digital Island will help achieve the potentials.
Frequency and percent of each technological theme.
Table 4.4 shows how frequently each of eight themes was used in the ads.
Efficiency was the most dominant technological theme used in the ads for Internetbased products. Seventy-three percent of the sample ads dealt with efficiency in the
message contents. Freedom was the second most prevalent technological theme at
40.3% and Intelligence was third at 33.7%. Social connection, that is a technological
theme related to the development of Internet technology, was used in only 25.6% of
ads.
Relationship Between Message Strategies and Technological Themes
In order to see how the message strategies and technological themes are related,
the researcher made a cross tabulation between them. As seen in the Table 4.5, there are
some technological themes that are highly related to a certain message strategy. For
instance, around 95% of ads using the product attributes-oriented strategy included
efficiency as a technological theme. More than half of ads with corporate or brand
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Table 4. 4: Technological Themes Used in Ads for Internet-Based Products
Technological Themes

Frequency

Percent

Efficiency

399

*73.2

Freedom

203

40.3

Intelligence

170

33.7

Revolution

144

28.6

Control

135

26.8

Social Connection

129

25.6

Magic

53

10.5

Economic Potential

50

9.9

* Since this item was coded by multiple answers, each item has the total of 504 ads (100%).
Thus, 73.2% for efficiency means that 73.2% of 504 ads employed the theme efficiency.

name-oriented strategy used the efficiency and revolution themes in their messages as
well. Ads using the individual benefits-oriented strategy also frequently used the
efficiency and freedom themes. Ads also with the social benefits-oriented strategy
preferred the efficiency and social connection.
Table 4.6 summarizes the relationships between message strategies and
technological themes. It also shows how the message strategy categories for Internet
products can be associated with Taylor’s six-segment message strategy wheel. No
matter what message strategy is used in an ad, efficiency was the most common
technological theme. The ads with a company or brand name-oriented strategy more
frequently employed the theme revolution and the ads with social benefits-oriented
strategy more often used the social connection theme.
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Table 4. 5: Use of Technological Themes by Message Strategies

Technological Themes

Message

(%)

Strategies Efficiency Control Economic Revolution Magic Freedom
potential

Product
attributes

Intelligence

Social
Conne
ction

94.6*

27.7

5.4

22.3

6.9

35.4

32.3

23.1

58.1

20.3

18.2

50.7

10.1

25.7

31.8

25.7

Individual
Benefits

84.6

36.2

7.4

16.5

13.3

56.4

38.8

23.9

Social
benefits

81.6

2.6

5.3

23.7

10.5

34.2

21.1

42.1

Company
or brand
name

* How to read: 94.6 % of ads with product attributes-oriented strategies include the efficiency
theme.
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Table 4. 6: Relationship between Message Strategies and Technological Themes

Message Strategy
Categories For Internet
Products
Product Attributes-Oriented
Strategy

Top 3 Themes Used by
Each Message Strategy

Company or Brand NamesOriented Strategy

Efficiency
Revolution
Intelligence

Routine

Individual Benefits-Oriented
Strategy

Efficiency
Freedom
Intelligence

Ego

Social Benefits-Oriented
Strategy

Efficiency
Freedom
Social Connection

Social

Efficiency
Freedom
Intelligence

Related Segments in
Taylor’s (1999) Message
Strategy Wheel
Ration
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Summary
A total of 584 advertisements promoting Internet-based products or services
were identified in Time magazine from 1995 to 2000. After removing duplicated ads,
504 ads were analyzed related to the research questions.
The careful inspection of the ads revealed five broad product categories in
relation to the product types advertised: Products enabling the Internet, communication,
information searching and managements, e-commerce, and corporate image. The ecommerce category was the most heavily advertised, following by products enabling the
Internet. Regarding target audience, the broad target groups to whom the ads tried to
reach was general consumers and business people. Even though about two-thirds of the
ads were intended to target general consumers, an examination of product types by
target audience showed that some product types such as ‘e-commerce’ and ‘corporate
image’ were relatively more often directed toward the business community.
Message strategies used in the ads for Internet-based products had four broad
categories: Product attributes-oriented strategy, Corporate or brand names-oriented
strategy, Individual benefits-oriented strategy, and Social benefits-oriented strategy.
The individual benefits-oriented strategy was the most frequently used, following by the
corporate or brand names-oriented strategy.
Eight technological themes used to promote Internet-based products or services
emerged through the analysis procedure: efficiency, control, economic potential,
revolution, magic, freedom, intelligence, and social connection. Efficiency was the most
popular technological theme, with freedom and intelligence also popular.
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Examining the message strategies in relation to the technological themes
revealed that some technological themes were highly used in ads with a certain message
strategy. For example, most ads with product attributes-oriented strategy employed the
efficiency theme. The revolution theme was more frequently included in the ads with a
company or brand names-oriented strategy and the social connection theme was found
more in the ads with the a social benefits-oriented strategy.

Part 2: Changes of Advertising for Internet-Based Products, 1995-2000
Part 1 provided an overall picture on the presentation of the Internet in
advertising. Regarding the second research question, Part 2 describes how the
presentations changed during 1995-2000.
Number of Advertisements by Year
Figure 4.1 shows that from 1995 to 2000, the number of ads related to the
Internet dramatically increased. Eleven ads for Internet-based products appeared in
1995 in Time. The number dramatically increased to 159 in 1999 and maintained a
similar level in 2000.
Changes in Product Types and Target Audience
The product types promoted have been changed during the six years. The most
frequently advertised product type was ‘e-commerce’ (See Table 4.1). Figure 4.2
shows how it has been changed over time. Product types promoted by year varied
significantly (Pearson chi-square=78.702, p=0.0005). In 1995, Products enabling the
Internet (36.4%) and e-commerce-related products (36.4%) were also
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Figure 4. 1: Number of Ads Promoting Internet-Based Products, 1995-2000

frequently advertised. In 1996, products enabling the Internet reached 42.9 % and
corporate image ads also often appeared in the magazine (26.5%). In 1997 and 1998,
while the number of ads promoting products enabling Internet lessened, the number of
ads promoting e-commerce-related products and services increased. By 1999 ads
promoting e-commerce rose to more than fifty percent and eventually reached 60% by
the year 2000. Overall, the increase of e-commerce and the decrease of products
enabling the Internet accounted for the primary changes in the product types promoted.
While the product types promoted changed over time, there was not a significant
change in the target audience. About 75% of the ads were intended to reach general
consumers each year.
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Pearson chi-square=78.702, df=20, p=0.0005.

Figure 4. 2: Changes in Product Types Promoted, 1995-2000
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Changes in the Uses of Message Strategies
Figure 4.3 shows that the changes in the Uses of Message Strategies are
significant by year (Pearson Chi-Square=33.241, df=15, p=0.004). While the uses of
product attributes-oriented strategy was dramatically decreased from 72. 7 % in 1995 to
20.4 % in 2000, the use of individual benefits strategy was gradually increased from
9.1 % in 1995 to 42% in 2000. Also, the company or brand name-oriented strategy was
consistently used, accounting for around 30% each year. The social benefits-oriented
strategy usage increased slightly year by year.
It is not surprising that the product attributes-oriented strategy was dominant in
1995 and 1996 when the technology was introduced. Advertisers needed to explain the
products to consumers who are not familiar with the Internet. But, it is interesting that
as the Internet becomes popular, advertisers tried to connect the products with personal
benefits rather than social benefits even though the Internet is originally related to social
concerns and the desire to share information or knowledge with other people.
Changes in the Uses of Technological Themes
Figure 4.4 shows the changes in major technological themes in the Ads for
Internet-Based Products, 1995-2000. The most noticeable finding in the uses of
technological themes is that efficiency is the most dominant theme in Internet-related
ads with more than 70% of ads each year. However, even though the efficiency theme
was most frequently used every year, the proportion of the ads employing it steadily
decreased. The theme ‘freedom’ was consistently employed in around 40% of the ads
each year. While the uses of the theme ‘intelligence’ steadily increased with each
passing year, the use of the social connection theme went down each year
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Figure 4. 4: Changes in 4 Major Technological Themes in the Ads
for Internet-Based Products, 1995-2000
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In addition, on a yearly comparison, efficiency, freedom, and social connection
were the most frequently used themes in ads in 1995 and 1996. Control was relatively
often used in 1996, but has deceased since that year. Revolution was the most popular
in 1998.
Summary
Part 2 described the changes in the presentations of the Internet in advertising
during 1995-2000 in terms of message strategies and themes. During the six years, the
number of ads for Internet-based products dramatically increased from 11 ads in 1995
to 162 ads in 2000. The increase was explosive in 1999 with 159 ads from only 73 ads
in 1998. Concerning product types, while products enabling the Internet were frequently
advertised in 1995 and 1996, e-commerce related products were dominant in 1999 and
2000. The target audience of the ads was mainly general consumers.
Major changes in the uses of message strategies were that while the uses of
product attributes-oriented strategy dramatically decreased, the uses of individual
benefits-oriented strategy gradually increased. Regarding the changes in the uses of
technological themes, efficiency was dominant, however, the proportion of the ads
employing ‘efficiency’ steadily decreased. The theme ‘freedom’ was consistently
employed in around 40% of the ads each year. The theme ‘intelligence’ steadily
increased with each passing year, but the uses of social connection theme went down
year by year.
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CHAPTER FIVE
CONCLUSIONS
Chapter four reported the findings regarding the research questions previously
discussed. Chapter five first provides the interpretation of the findings regarding the third
research question, which focused on the relationships between the presentations of the
Internet in advertising and U.S. cultural values. Then it discusses these findings within
the context of research on technology and mass media. The focus is on how Internet
promotion is related to the two paradigms of technology and the previous studies on the
presentations of technology in mass media. Included also are some implications of this
study for several stakeholders. Finally, Chapter five concludes with directions for further
studies and provides the limitations of the overall study.

Interpretations
Chapter four reported the results from the analysis of a total of 504 unduplicated
advertisements that promoted Internet-based products. Careful examination and
incorporation of the results generated two broad patterns by which the Internet was
promoted in advertising from 1995 to 2000. These were the commercialization and the
individualization of Internet technology.
Commercialization of the Internet (Public to Commercial)
Changes in the number of ads for the six years provide the evidence of the
growing commercialization of the Internet. As seen in Figure 4.1, the number of ads each
year gradually increased and eventually surged up to 159 ads in 1999 from 73 ads in 1998.
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As seen in Table 4.1, e-commerce was the most frequently advertised product
type among the five product types related to the Internet accounting for 46 % of the total
ads. Examining the product types year by year revealed that e-commerce noticeably
increased to 51.6 % in 1999 from 32.9 % in 1998 and the percentage jumped up to 60.5
% in 2000. At the same time, products enabling the Internet such as computers, computer
modems, and web browsers gradually became less advertised during the same period.
Putting these findings together, e-commerce-related ads largely contributed to the
dramatic increase in the number of Internet-related ads. According to Competitive Media
Reporting (1999), dot.com companies allocated $1.4 billion to traditional media, an
increase of nearly 300 percent for the same period in 1998 during the first three quarters
of 1999.
Entering 1999, Web usage had become extremely fragmented with the dramatic
increase in the number of sites. Dot.coms started to look for traditional media including
magazines by which they could reach a larger number of consumers. Thus, the Internet
and e-commerce became a product category with a high advertising expenditure in
traditional media (Merrill, 1999). Thus, as found in this study, advertisers for Internetrelated products tried to reach general consumers through traditional media such as TV,
magazines, and newspaper.
The year 1999 marked a turning point in advertising for Internet-related products
when the ads themselves played an important role in changing the Internet from a public
medium through which people merely shared information and ideas to a commercial
medium by which people could buy or sell goods and services.
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Individualization of the Internet (Social to Personal)
Another pattern that emerged from the data analysis is the individualization of the
Internet technology. The study examined message strategies and themes in relation to the
contents of ads. The findings showed that the most frequent message strategy used to
promote Internet-based products and services is ‘Individual benefits-oriented’ strategy,
which accounted for 37.3% of 504 ads. ‘Social benefits-oriented’ strategy was the least
used in the ads even though Internet technology actually started from people’s social
motivation to share information and communicate with others. Furthermore, the uses of
the individual benefits-oriented strategy gradually increased from 9.1 % in 1995 to 42 %
in 2000.
In relation to technological themes (see Table 4.4), efficiency was the most
dominant technical theme used. But, as seen in Figure 4.4, an examination of the uses of
technological themes year by year revealed that while the use of the efficiency theme
lessened, the freedom and intelligence themes continuously increased. As seen in Table
4.5, these two themes were frequently used in the ads with the individual benefitsoriented ads.
Craig and Flood (1998) also pointed out that magazine advertising for the Internet,
particularly the World Wide Web, actively promotes individual freedom and the
advancement of knowledge. However, they also argued that the sole function of the Web
is to be one type of connection between computers.
One possible explanation of these results is that for technological products like the
Internet, advertisers assume that it is hard to explain the characteristics of products or
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services in an understandable way. Thus, advertisers seemed to prefer to deliver
individual, direct benefits to consumers when the products are purchased or used.
Relationships among Technology, Cultural Values, and Advertising
The third research question asked how the presentations of the Internet in
advertising are related to cultural values. As seen in Figure 3.1 on p. 44, this study
proposed that there is a reciprocal relationship between technology and cultural values.
The reality of technology is constructed differently depending upon its context. The
reality of technology is shaped by cultural values, and furthermore, the new reality of a
technology changes those human values in an ongoing reciprocal relationship. Also, this
study proposed that advertising plays an important role as a method for a meaning
transfer in the process of the reciprocal relationship.
The findings of this study support these propositions regarding relationships
among technology, advertising, and cultural values. Based on the findings, the
advertisements for Internet products selected such technological themes as efficiency,
freedom, and intelligence, which are closely related to dominant U.S. cultural values.
As discussed in the literature section, efficiency is a dominant cultural value
originated from the U.S. philosophical tradition of pragmatism. Two-thirds of the ads
analyzed in this study contained efficiency claims that promise the improvement in
productivity and convenience. The ads tried to convey the message that if consumers buy
or use Internet-based products or services, they need less time, less effort, and less money.
The study also found that freedom is one of the most frequently used
technological themes in Internet-related ads. Around 40 % of the ads claimed that the
purchases or uses of Internet-based products would enhance freedom from time and space
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constraints. Pointing out that freedom and technology are linked together in the discourse
surrounding hypertext, Craig and Flood (1998) also argued that technology must be
presented to consumers in ways that reflect the ideal freedom values.
The freedom theme is closely related to individualism, which is a dominant
cultural value in the U.S. Many studies have examined how individualism is reflected in
American advertising. It is generally concluded that American advertising shows a higher
degree of individualism than that of other countries (Han and Shavitt, 1994; Taylor,
Miracle and Willson, 1999; Lee, Nam and Hwang, 2001). This study’s findings mirror
the finding of these previous studies. The individualistic values like freedom were
celebrated in Internet-related product categories.
One interesting finding of the study is that some ads claimed individual freedom
from social surroundings (See Ad 22). The ads offer a solution to the cultural conflict of
Internet technology with American individualistic values, assuring consumers that they
can be more physically separated even though they are in fact more socially connected
with each other.
The study’s findings show that the intelligence theme was frequently used in the
ads with individual benefits-oriented strategies. The uses of the theme gradually
increased during the period. A characteristic of the Internet is that it ideally allows people
to have the same amount of information by sharing with one another. However, the ads
analyzed in the study focused on the individual benefits of information sharing rather
than on the overall benefits for society. The intelligence theme was used to emphasize
individual benefits for the uses of the Internet.
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This study demonstrates two relationships between technology and advertising.
First, advertising reflects how some features of technology become emphasized in society.
Advertising reflects the commercialization of the Internet in the U.S. by the appearance
of ads related to e-commerce. Second, advertising connects technology with cultural
values through the selections of specific message strategies and technological themes. As
discussed before, the individual benefits-oriented strategy was frequently selected to
appeal to American consumers. More specially, advertising emphasized individual
benefits such as efficiency, freedom, and intelligence, which originated from the cultural
value system of America. Figure 5.1 summarizes the relationships between the Internet,
cultural values, and advertising that emerged from this study.

Discussions
This section discusses how the findings of the study are related to other studies on
technology and mass media. The first part of this section discusses how the findings fit
within the context of the research on the presentation of technology in mass media.
Second, it locates this study within the two different paradigms of technology in western
society
Optimistic Views of the Internet
Previous studies on the presentations of technology in mass media showed that
American mass media have delivered and supported positive and optimistic views and
also celebrated the development of new technology.
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America
The Internet

Cultural Values

Commercial medium
Individual medium

Efficiency/Freedom/
Intelligence
From pragmatism,
positivism, individualism

Advertisements
Commercialization
Individualization
By
The selections of
Message strategies and technological
themes

Figure 5.1: Relationships between the Internet, Advertising, and American Cultural
Values
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The findings of this study confirmed that advertising presentations of the Internet
in magazines are within the same context as the previous studies. One of the common
findings with previous studies was that the advertisements for Internet products focused
on the positive outcomes as a result of the use of technology.
Patrick (2001)’s study that analyzed the media coverage of the Internet in
Germany contended that the Internet was framed as a new media providing positive
outcomes to the consumer’s life. Also, the study demonstrated that mass media expected
an emancipatory effect of the Internet on the single individual.
The results of this study showed that optimistic tones prevail in advertising
throughout. Internet products were promoted by emphasizing individual benefits such as
freedom and intelligence. When an Internet-based product is advertised by its attributes,
the ad focuses mainly on the enhanced efficiency to the consumer from the uses of the
products.
Segal (1985), who traced a historical connection between American technology
and American utopianism during the years 1883-1933, called these optimistic views on
technology in America “technological utopianism.” It is a belief in the inevitability of
progress and that progress defined as technological progress. He claimed that this
technical utopianism was coming to be taken for granted in the U. S. and also noted that
it is found in other realms such as politics, bureaucracy, art, and mass media.
Carey (1989) also referred to mass media practices supporting technology,
especially electrical technology, as “the rhetoric of the electrical sublime.” Throughout
American history, he pointed out that we have mythologized “electrical techniques as the
motive force of desired social change, the key to re-creation of a humane community, the
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means for returning to a cherished naturalistic bliss.” Also, historian Daniel Czitrom
(1990) wrote, “Every technological advance in communications has generated a
“religiously inflected rhetoric celebration of moral, political, and social improvements.”
Since the early 1900s, marketers of consumer technologies have invested
considerable promotional effort to establish the value of these products in the consumer’s
mind (Ewen and Ewen 1982: Stern 1993). The longstanding point of view for the
promotion of consumer technologies was that technology is a tool for enhancing
productivity and creating a better way-of-life by controlling nature (Firat and Venkatesh
1993). Thus, the advertising of consumer technologies not only presents information and
practical knowledge about technology, but also creates and sustains the consumer’s
optimistic expectation by the sheer act of introducing the new technologies (Jhally 1990).
Autonomy of Technology
The literature review in Chapter two addressed two different paradigms of
technology in western society. The main issue surrounding the two paradigms was the
autonomy of technology. Within the freedom paradigm, which is supported by
technology advocates, technology is a tool or means to accomplish human goals and is
autonomous from other institutions. On the other hand, technology critics argued that
technology is value-laden social products looked for and developed with certain purposes
and practices already in mind.
The interpretation of the findings from this study suggests that the current state of
Internet technology in the U.S. is a social product generated as the corresponding
embodiments of certain social relations. That is, the commercialization and
individualization of the technology is not due to a self-contained nature. As discussed in
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the section of Internet history, the original purpose of Internet development was the
sharing information and ideas among military and research groups. As the Internet was
opened to the public, marketers started to use it as a commercial medium. The results of
this study showed that advertising mirrored the phenomena by the increase of ads related
to e-commerce. Also, the technology was connected to dominant American cultural
values such as efficiency, freedom, and intelligence. As claimed by Raymond (1975),
these phenomena are consequences of the complex social relationships in the U.S. Thus,
this study demonstrated that the technology is not autonomous from the social
relationships. The fact is especially true when considering the influence of cultural values
on constructing realities of a technology.
Unintended Consequences of Ad Presentations for the Internet
Finally, unintended consequences of advertising for Internet-based products are
addressed in order to understand the role of advertising in technology consumption.
Pollay (1986), in reviewing the work for thoughts and theories about advertising’s social
and cultural consequences, urged advertising scholars and practitioners to think about the
unintended social consequences of advertising, which are the indirect effects of the
overall advertising system on society.
Regarding the current promotion of the Internet in advertising, this study showed
that the presentations of the Internet in magazine ads have optimistic views on the
technology and promised to deliver individual benefits if the technology were used. Here,
we need to think about what are the unintended consequences of these optimistic
orientations of the technology in order to make the technology more useful for our world.
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Omitting technological paradoxes in consumers’ lives
Overemphasis on the optimistic side of the technology can flatten the expectations
for the technology. When advertising portrays the Internet as an easy, efficient problem
solver, consumers who purchase the products expect to benefit from it. We can imagine
consumers becoming frustrated and disappointed when the products do not meet the
optimistic promises.
Realistically, even though technology may offer some people a better life, such as
making us more efficient, entertaining us, and keeping us in touch with each other, it also
creates problems. Mohr (2001) pointed out that Americans are surrounded by overinflated enthusiasm about the possible benefits of high-tech solutions in mass media.
However, technology is inherently paradoxical. It encourages human dependence and
passivity as well as efficiency, freedom, and control.
In fact, Mick and Fournier (1998) reported that consumers experience these
technological paradoxes in technology consumption and try to cope with them. Also,
Mohr (2001) identified eight paradoxes that characterize the relationship between
consumers and technology: Control and chaos, assimilation and isolation, intelligence
and stupidity, freedom and enslavement, engagement and disengagement, efficiency and
inefficiency, fulfilling needs and creating needs, new and obsolete.
However, as seen in the findings of this study, these technological paradoxes has
were omitted in the advertising messages which simply tried to deliver the bright side of
the technology. Thus, understanding the technological paradoxes that consumers
experience in the process of technology consumption can give advertisers insights into
finding a new and better way to approach potential customers.
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Closing off the alternative uses of the Internet
Closing off the alternative uses of the Internet is another unintended consequence
of current advertising practices related to Internet. Roscoe (1999) pointed out that the
perception of the Internet has changed from a technology to enable computers and people
to communicate and share information to a technology geared toward a mass medium
like television. Also, he claimed that in the process, Internet users have come to be
positioned as subjects who view the World Wide Web as a source of information or
entertainment, and most recently, a place to make purchases, rather than just a means of
expressing their own creativity and ideas. He claimed that the reason why this happened
was the nature of the media coverage of the Internet, coupled with considerable public
mystification of the workings of the technology.
The results of this study also demonstrate that advertising could be another reason
for the shift in Internet uses. Based on the results, the Internet is becoming a system for
looking at content, and buying goods or services. Thus, as mentioned in Berdayes and
Berdayes (1998), advertising also participates in closing off the alternative uses of the
Internet as a means to communicate and share information and ideas with one another.
Making passive audience
Current advertising practices related to the Internet unintentionally enhance the
concepts of a passive audience, which originated from mass media. The Internet is
originally based on the interactivity between information sources and receivers. The
substantial difference of the Internet from other traditional mass media in the
communication process is that everybody can be a source or a creator of the information
shared. The roles of information sources and receivers can be interchangeable depending
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on the context. Receivers can be an information source and also easily create information
in the communication process.
However, as a result of the commercialization of the Internet, people tend to
become a passive audience just as found in a traditional mass medium. People become
consumers who passively use information created by e-commerce companies when
advertising portrays the Internet as a means for commerce.
Widening knowledge gap between scientists and the general public
Bucchi (1998) pointed out that one of the most salient features of modern science
is its greater autonomy from the general public compared with the past. This results in the
widening knowledge gap between scientists and the general public in the information of
science and technology.
He claimed that this gap is caused mainly by the method of presentation of
science and technology to the public, which is known as the “popuralization of science
and technology. ” This presentation method is found in several forms of mass media
contents. Mass media attempts to translate scientific knowledge to a linguistic form that
the general public can understand. According to his argument, journalists or copywriters
as interpreters of scientific knowledge should simply accomplish the task of
reformulating scientific discourse in more simple and easier words.
The AT&T ad in Ad 27 provides an example of how a new technology is
transformed into an understandable form for the public. In AT & T’s first generation of
ads that introduce Internet technology to the public, the company used familiar fairy tales
in which Americans could easily recognize the characters and their problems and taught
the public how to relate the characters dilemmas to our own lives. AT & T’s ad suggested
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how purchasing its technology solves the dilemma or creates new opportunities. However,
the ads did not provide any specific information on the new technology itself and instead
only emphasized the benefits of the technology. As a result, users of the technology
become passive consumers who do not have technological knowledge on the Internet and
cannot handle any common, technological problems that can happen in the consumption
of the technology.
Ignoring the have-nots from Internet technology
Even though the adoption rate of the Internet reaches 60% of American
population, there are still 40% of people who do not have Internet access. The have-nots
are usually less educated, earn less, and are older. However, as Berdayes and Berdayes
(1998) pointed out, the universal access of Internet to 40% of the have-nots was ignored
from the advertising messages. The concern of ads for Internet products was on
individual benefits for the haves who access Internet access. The unintended
consequences of these advertising practices is that advertising connects the dominant
values of the haves with the Internet and as a result, make the dominant values more
powerful and other alternative values of the have-nots more powerless.
Schudson (1984) pointed out that “advertising picks up some of things that people
hold dear, re-present them to people as all of what they value, assuring them that the
sponsor is the patron of the common idea.”

Some unintended consequences of current advertising practices for the Internet
and its related products and services were addressed. These consequences are connected
with each other and contribute to the narrowing of the full potential of Internet
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technology. The Internet has great potential to improve human communication activity
with its interactive, time, and space-free characteristics. Tracing the social history of
American Television broadcasting, Williams (1974) clamed that the commercialization
and privatization of American broadcasting is one of the main reasons for entertainmentoriented television programming and as a result, alternative uses of television for public
arena such as education has been narrowed.

Implications
The study examined the presentations of the Internet in magazine advertising in
terms of message strategy and technological themes in 1995-2000. And based on the
findings, it discussed how the ad presentations are related to the cultural values in
America. The following section addresses the implications of this study for several
stakeholders such as advertising researchers, advertisers, and advertising creators.
Theoretical Implications
The social role of advertising in constructing realities of a new technology
This study suggests advertising plays an important role in constructing images of a new
technology. The findings showed that Internet technology has been commercialized and
personalized in the ads during the years from 1995 to 2000.
There have been a considerable number of studies that examine the relationship
between advertising and society regarding the issues of gender, race, and materialism.
However, even though the American society is becoming more technology-dependent
and advertising expenditures of consumer technology are increasing, there was little
academic concern on the social role of advertising in our new technological society.
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Advertising research on technology has mostly focused on the advertising effectiveness
of the distribution of a consumer technology.
This study suggests that advertising plays a role that transfers culturally dominant
values regarding technology to technological products. Advertisers often times carefully
present some positive and optimistic sides of a new technology in their advertising
messages, and as a result, could contribute to the construction of an over-flattering image
of a new technology.
Relationship between advertising and cultural values
Advertising researchers have been interested in the relationship between
advertising and cultural values (Pollay, 1986, 1987: Holbrook, 1987). The main issue of
the relationships was surrounded by a question; “Does advertising reflect or construct
cultural values?” The findings of this study suggest that all values are not equally
reflected in advertising. As Pollay (1987) pointed out, even though advertising reflects
cultural values, “it does so on a very selective basis, echoing and reinforcing certain
values far more frequently than others.”
This study showed that advertising for Internet products or services picked up
some values such as efficiency and freedom more frequently and transferred the values to
a new technology.
Managerial Implications
This study can be beneficial for advertising practitioners in two key ways. First,
there have been limited resources to guide advertising practices for Internet-related
products and services since the history of the technology relatively is short. This study
first provides an overall picture of advertising practices since 1995 when the Internet was
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introduced to the public. The study identified categories for major message strategies and
technological themes that are used in the ads. Based on the findings of the study,
advertisers for Internet-related products or services can have some insight into the
alternatives of message strategies and technological themes that could be used for their
ads.
Also, this study traced how advertising practices have changed over time. The
findings demonstrated that the uses of message strategies and technological themes have
changed during the past five years. In the use of message strategies, while the product
attributes-oriented strategy was dominant in 1995 when the Internet was first introduced
to the pubic, the use of the individual benefits strategy gradually increased as the Internet
became more popular. Also, big companies continuously reminded consumers of their
brand names or company names in the ads. In the usage of technological themes,
efficiency was dominant, but the proportion of the ads employing ‘efficiency’ steadily
decreased. The theme ‘freedom’ was consistently employed in around 40% of the ads
each year. Based on the findings of the study, advertisers for Internet products may have
insight into the strategies and technological themes appropriate for the stages of their
products or services.

Limitations and Direction for Further Studies
This study has some limitations, but at the same time provides some direction for
further studies regarding technology and advertising. The findings of the study are
context-bounded. Since it is based on the analysis of advertising in a specific magazine in
a specific context, it has limitations in applying to other contexts.
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First of all, further research is needed to explore the presentations of the Internet
in the advertisements of other media such as TV and Newspaper. For example, Morrison
and White (2000) analyzed the uses of message strategies in dot.com’s e-commercials in
1999 Super Bowl programs based on Taylor’s (1999) message strategy wheel. They
reported that in the uses of message strategies, 52 % of ads (fourteen the 27 dot.com
commercials) used a rational strategy in Taylor’s wheel. The second most pervasive
strategy type was a combination of ego as the dominant strategy with a secondary rational
strategy. No routine strategies were used in the dot.com commercials.
Compared to the results of this study, both studies showed differences and
similarities. Concerning the differences, in this study, while ads using the product
attributes-oriented strategy as a rational strategy in 1999 accounted for 20.1 % of the ads,
other ads, utilizing company or brand names-oriented strategy as a routine strategy, were
around 31% (See Figure 4. 3).
On the other hand, similar to Morrison and White’s study, this study found that
the individual benefits-oriented strategy related to the ego strategy was dominantly used
in the ads in 1999. However, since Morrison and White’s study analyzed Internet-related
companies’ TV ads for a special occasion, it is difficult to compare their findings to the
findings of this study. It is necessary to study the general presentation of Internet-related
products and service in TV commercials with more extended samples.
Also, this study concluded that advertising for Internet-based products or services
in the U.S. promoted dominant cultural values in the U.S such as efficiency and freedom.
But, this conclusion cannot be applied in other countries with different cultures. Further
studies need to examine how Internet-related products are advertised in other countries
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with their own cultures. We may propose that the countries dominated by collectivistic
values, such as Islamic countries, would relatively more likely promote collectivistic
cultural values in the ads. Also, while at the same time, countries mixed with
individualistic and collectivistic cultural values would promote both cultural values in the
ads.
In addition, this study was limited to the examination on how a mass medium
represents the Internet. More studies conducted within the consumer’s perspective are
needed. There are few studies that investigate how consumers experience the Internet in
their everyday lives. For example, based on the results of this study, the Internet would be
an efficient means to enhance their freedom. However, it is hard to claim that the image
of the Internet promoted in advertising is the same as the image of Internet in consumer’s
minds since the consumer’s image of a product and service is constructed by the
consumer’s real experiences as well as media images. Further studies are need to focus
more on the consumer’s experiences after purchasing and how media presentations of the
Internet interact with the consumption experience.
In contrast, however, this study provides some possible research areas. The study
found efficiency and freedom are the most dominant themes used to promote Internetbased products. Also, it identified sub-categories of the two dominant themes. Further
study could focus more on the usages of these two themes. Possible research questions
could be:
•

Which sub-themes are mostly used in the ads?

•

How are the uses of these themes related to product categories?

•

How are these sub-categories related to enhance the dominant themes?
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The study also examined the message strategies and technological themes to
examine the way by which advertising plays a role in connecting a technology with
cultural values. There can be other tactical and contextual cues to support the message
strategy and themes. For example, the uses of gender in ads for Internet-related products
and services could be a possible cue that reflects the cultural orientation of a society.
White and Kinnick (2000) have examined portrayals of women using computers in 1998
Television commercial. They found that while women are shown as computer users
almost as frequently as men, they are significantly more likely to be depicted as clerical
workers, and less likely to be portrayed as business workers.
In addition, this study explored the relationship between advertising and cultural
values in Internet products and services advertising. The study found that advertising
practices are not free from the cultural context in which a technology is developed and
consumed. It shows that the Internet has been promoted based on values such as
efficiency and freedom in America.
However, this study does not fully explain the reason why some values are
selected and others are not in the ad messages. Even though the dominance of some
cultural values influences the selection of the ad messages, there can be other influences
such as the changes in market situations and public policies in relation to the Internet.
Further studies need to investigate how the presentations of the Internet are influenced by
the changes in the market situation of the Internet industry or policies regarding the
Internet. For instance, as McOmber (1999) pointed out, the commercialization of the
Internet and optimistic views to the Internet was propelled by Internet policies of the
Clinton-Gore presidential administration in the U.S.
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Appendix 1: List of Issues Used in the Initial Examination
Time Magazine
1995

1996

1997

1998

1999

2000

3-6-95
3-13-95
3-20-95
Spring 95
special issue
3-27-95

9-2-96
9-9-96
9-16-96
Fall 96
special issue
9-23-96
9-30-96

11-3-97
Fall 97
special issue
11-10-97
11-17-97
11-24-97

1-12-98
1-19-98
1-26-98

1-11-99
3- 3-99
3-22-99
4- 5-99
5-10-99
5-31-99
6- 7-99
6-21-99
6-28-99
7- 5-99
7-12-99
7-19-99
7-26-99
8- 2-99
8- 9-99
8-23-99
8-30-99
10-4-99
10-11-99
11-15-99
12-13-99

1-31-00
3-20-00
3-27-00
6-26-00
7-24-00

4-13-95
4-10-95
4-17-95
4-24-95
5-1-95
5-8-95
5-15-95
5-22-95
5-29-95
6-5-950
6-12-95
6-19-95
6-26-95

10-7-96
10-14-96
10-21-96
10-28-96

12-1-97
12-8-97
12-15-97
12-22-97
12-29-97

2-2-98
2-9-98
2-16-98
2-24-98
6-22-98
7-20-98
8-31-98
10-26-98
11-2-98
12-21-98
12-28-98/
1-4-99
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Appendix 2: Message Elements Identified by the Initial Examination

Product-based messages
1. this is entirely a new, revolutionary
technology
2. our company is reliable
3. our company provides more
selection
4. our company is a leader of the
technology
5. our company is a specialist/expert
on web
6. our company is trustful
7. a better, faster, and easier product
8. product with more functions,
one product, more functions
9. risk free from data transmission
10. it increases productivity
11. it can do everything that you want
12. it is free
13. it provides more information
14. it keeps information secure
15. it connects every time
16. it is good for small business

Consumer benefit-based message
1. good for family
2. you can save time
3. you can save money
4. you can have more time to think or rest
5. you don’t have time limitations to get
information
6. you can work effectively together
7. you will have more humanized lift?
8. you can do other things at the same time
9. you can overcome space limitations
10. your life will be changed
11. you can have control over problems
12. your life will be more convenient
13. you can make smarter decisions
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Appendix 3: Coding Scheme

Ad ID #

Brand or company name advertised:

1. Date advertised: mm/dd/yy
2. Product types: Select one, considering a main function of product and services
advertised.
1) Products enabling the Internet: Technological products that are
needed to make the Internet work, such as Internet appliances like
computers, wireless phones, Internet backbones (Modems),
Internet servers, and Web browsers.
2) Communication: Technological products or services that help
consumers share information and connect other people, related to
e-mail, networking, and document sharing.
3) Information Searching and Management: Technological products
or services that help consumers to find and manage information
easily. For example, search engines that help consumers to easily
find information.
4) E-commerce: Technological products or services that helps ecommerce work, including dot.com companies and other ecommerce-related software.
5) Corporate image: Instead of promoting Internet-related products or
services, a company is advertised to build image as an Internetrelated company.
3. Target audience
1) General Consumers_________
2) Business people_________
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4. Main message elements (comments)
Summarize the main message contents if you can, using the same words as in the ad.

5. What is the main message strategy? Select one as the best.
1)

Product attributes-oriented strategy: It tries to deliver the products’
attributes or fact-based information to consumers. The focus of an ad is
on the attributes of the product or service advertised.

2)

Company or brand name-oriented strategy: its main purpose is to
improve the brand image or brand familiarity of the products or
services. The focus of an ad is on the company’s product or service’s
name itself rather than on it’s specific attribute.

3)

Individual benefits-oriented strategy: It emphasizes the individuals’
benefits when purchased or consumed. The focus of an ad is on an
individual consumer’s benefits

4)

Social benefits-oriented strategy: It appeals to the group or social
motivations and the needs of consumers. The focus of an ad is on
others’ benefits.
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6. Technological Themes (check all if applicable)
1)

Internet as Efficiency: An ad emphasizes that Internet products or
services advertised work better, faster, and easier. The claims of the ads
are based on the productivity principle of “less input, more output
principle.”

2)

Internet as Control: Ads claim that the Internet products or services
advertised allow consumers to control or handle their problems.

3)

Internet as Economic Potential: An ad has a focus on the economic
potential and possibility that the product or service can provide. If
buying or using Internet products or services advertised helps
consumers increase profits or sales.

4)

Internet as Revolution: An ad emphasizes the Internet as a “new”
technology, assuming new technology is better or companies
developing new technologies are better. An ad claims that since the
Internet is a new and recent technology, it gives dramatic positive
changes in consumers’ lives due to the Internet technology.

5)

Internet as Magic (Unrealistic Problem Solving): An ad promises the
solution of problems without reasonable evidence or explanations.

6)

Internet as Freedom: An ad claims that individuals could be free from
time and space constraints due to the Internet and as the results, enjoy
their own life.

7)

Internet as Intelligence: An ad emphasizes that individuals could be
smarter since they can have more information, choice, and selection.

8)

Internet as social connection: Ads focus on the sharing or connection
among people or organizations.
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Appendix 4: List of Advertisements Analyzed
Year

Month

1995

3
3
3
6
6
6
9
9
11
11
12
3
4
4
5
5
6
6
6
7
7
7
7
7
7
8
8
8
8
9
9
9
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
11
11
11
11
11
11
11

1996

Advertisements
Fedex
Lotus NotesSuites
UPS
Lotus NotesSuites
corell office suite
Charles Schwab
Microsoft office window 9
Lucent Technology
microsoft
IBM
pathfinder
microsoft
lotus
WOW
Microsoft Office
UPSonline
MIcrosoft windows 95
Lucent Technologies
Bell south
WorldPerfect 7
GTE
CompuServe
Lucent Technologies
IBM anti-virus software
Fedex Internetship
Radio Shack
IBM Lotus Notes
Lucent Technologies
Aptiva
Microsoft
compac
Lucent Technologies
Toshiba
Microsoftmoney
UPSonline
Web TV
Canon
Microsoft
Bellsouth
Toshiba Infinia
HP Netserver e-series
Bellsouth
Lotus smart suite
Lucent Technologies
MSN
prodigy internet
Bellsouth
Microsoft Internet Explor
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1997

11
11
11
11
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
1
1
2
3
3
3
3
3
4
4
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
6
6
6
6
6
6
8
8
9
9
10
10
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11

prodigy internet
compaq
pathfinder
microsoft money
microsoft window 95
sun
prodigy internet
sun
microsoft
IBM
prodigy internet
compaq
microsoft network
MSN
Sun
US robotics
Sun Microsystem
Sun Microsystem
Microsoft office 97
Toshiba
Novell
Lucent technologies
sony web TV
thrive
IBM internet solution
US robotics
expedia
Lotus
Fedex
IBM internet solution
US robotics
sun Microsystem
IBM internet solution
LG
Philips Magnavox
Microsoft office 97
Helix.com
Lucent technologies
compaq
Sun
Internet explorer 4
Palm pilot
Schwab.com
Internet explorer 4
compaq
IMB
usrobotics 56k
Sprint Internet Passport
www.TWA.com
IBM
Internet explorer 4
thrive
Palm Pilot
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1998

12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
4
4
4
4
4
4
5
5
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
7
7
8
8
8
9
9
9
10
10
10
10
10
10
11
11
11

compaq
GTE
fidelity.com
usrobotics 56k
AT&T
digital
DLJ direct
THRIVE
IBM
MSN
sony
MSN
MSN
ADOBE pagemaker
MSN
Lucent technologies
Microsoft Digital
Microsoft digital_nervous
At&t worldet
Lucent technologies
phil-mickelson.com
microsoft
Lucent technologies
sun
IBM
IBM
palm 3
Lucent technologies
palm 3
MICROSOFT OFFICE 97
Microsoft digital_nervous
barnesandnoble.com
barnesandnoble.com
barnesandnoble.com
Microsoft digital_nervous
Bellsouth
3com
compaq
bellsouth
compaq
COMPAQ/ RadioShack
Barnesandnoble.com
IBM/motorola.com
IBM/pgatour.com
Lycos
AT&T WorldNet Service
Money.com
3Com Robotics
landsend.com
AT&T WorldNet Service
Lotus
Lotus
3Com Robotics
IBM/videoserve.com
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1999

11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Ericsson
Nortel networks
barnesand noble.com
IBM e-business
teligent
Sheraton.com
IBM e-business
Microsoft ppc
travelosity
Barnesandnoble.com
Sheraton
Palm3
mitadirect.com
Barnesandnoble.com
palm3
ibm/ VESPA.COM
teligent
EASY COMPUTER
Lucent technologies
egghead.com
Barnesandnoble.com
sun
travelosity
Teligent
IBM/aircanada.ca
IBM/yamaha.com
Palm3
priceline.com
Fedex.com
Netcenter at Netscape
Compaq
CharlesSchwab
lotus.com
lotus.com
IBM.Spree.com
Compaq
Msn
lotus.com
Irse-file
at@t net
MSN
Netcenter at Netscape
Irse-file
intel
ibm.schwab.com
Compaq
at@t network
Amazon.com
Sun.com
Novell
IBM e-businesspeople
AT&T personal network
MSN.com
lucent technologies
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3
3
4
4
4
4
4
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8

ibm.vespa.com
at@t network
Sun.com
MSN.com
msn
discover brokerage
hp
MCI Worldcom
Sun.com
Novell
American Express
Intel/Anypoint Home Netwo
Microsoft palm PC
Amazon.com
LinkExchange
Internet Explorer
Fidelity.com
priceline.com
UPS
apple computer
Microsoft
sfnb.com
Intel
ups
microsoft office 2000
lucent technologies
hp
lotus.com
deja.com
MCI Worldcom
IBM/brookstone.com
hp.com
Amazon.com
hp.com
Schwab.com
hp.com
wingspanbank.com
hp.com
dicover brokerage
Oracle
IBM e-businesspeople
Compaq
Microsoft office 2000
bankrate.com
Datekonline
Sprint
Schwab.com
Anderson consulting
Datekonline
Microsoft
Microsoft ebusiness peopl
wingspanbank.com
altavista.com
Palm
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9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
12
12
12
12
12
12
12

Agilent Technologies
dowjones.com
SAP
Datekonline
egghead.com
Datekonline
Mindspring
Aetna ushc.com
Sprint
landsend.com
datekonline
Hoover's online
Compaq nonstop
IBM e-businesspeople
Aetna ushc.com
JBOxford & company
hp
Xerox
living.com
fidelity.com/ lycos
Bluecares.com
iMac
uBid.com
Aetna ushc.com
target.com
altavista.com
britannica.com
microsoft
e-centives
morningstar.com
discovercard.com
Compaq nonstop
ebix.com
IBM
mysimon.com
dell
MCI Worldcom
Aetna ushc.com
Schwab.com
Microsoft bCentral
netmarket.com
e-stamp
Giftcertificates.com
Healthgrades.com
money.com
ebix.com
iopener
schwab.com
Microsoft bCentral
IBM
Morningstar.com
CDNOW.com
uBID.com
hotjobs.com
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2000

12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

SAP
officemax.com
Sprint
IBM
Amazon.com
mysimon.com
altavista
Akamai
Compaq nonstop
bluecares.com
Compaq nonstop
mindspring
powerstreet
Intel.anypoint home netwo
ebworld.com
Wemedia.com
LetsTalk.com
IBM/cdwarehouse.com
Akamai
lucent technologies
motorola.com
Ibm/ disasrerelief.org
morningstar.com
deloitte
compaq non stop
compaq non stop
zefer.com
the golfwarehouse.com
ups
MCIWorld.com
compaq
Palm
nwa.com
Sun microsystems
flooz.com
ups
Hilton.com
3com
Nelta at Fidelity.com
IRS e-file
Sun microsystems
terra.com
lotus
anderson consulting
microstrategy.com
nwa.com
bn.com
bn.com
microsoft business
grainger.com
simplexity.com
zdnet.com
Digital Island
Morgan Stanley/Online
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2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
6
6
6
6
6

AETHER
Schwab.com
DOVEBID.com
sun
Palm
egghead.com
nortel network
compaq
COMPACQ
Audiovox
APC
grandam.com
DellECom
Palm
i2i
IBM/hermitagemuseum.org
Aether
IRS e-file
Bellsouth
Privaseek
American Express
onMoney.com
lotus
ownthefortune500.com
sun
Ft.com
Digital Island(hand)
Driveway
IBM/buy.com
DATEKonline
fsb.com
mysap.com
iopener
msn
carparts.com
mysimon.com
Ft.com
i2i
Photoworks.com
flooz.com
ShareBuilder.com
Photoworks.com
staples.com
buyerzone.com
alcatel
amazon.com
microsoft pocket pc
pocketcard
juno.com
buyerzone.com
giggo.com
microsoft
alcatel
priceline.com
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6
6
6
6
6
6
6
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

mysap.com
alcatel
fusionone
priceline.com
WebTV
discover.com
terra.com
sbc newwork integrator
Sprint
IBM Websphere
digital island
microsoft business
nextel online
mcAfee.com
IBM/planetrx
amazon.com
bmc
mysap.com
mailstation
concntric
amazon.com
quantum technology
IBM
OfficeMax.Com
Amazon.com/Fedex
resourcelink.hp.com
Microsoft window 2000
Microsoft/Intel
insurance.com
monster.com
American Express
lotus
cdw
digital island
24k.com
mailstation
hp pocket pc
expedia.com
DATEKonline
sprint
aarp.org
American Express
nortel network
microsoft /intel
Morgan Stanley/Online
foders.com
aarp.org
America Online
hertz.com
sony clie
ibm i2 ariba
Palm
netscape
Ft.com
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11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12

aarp.org
aol
compuserve
ibm e-server
quill.com
ew.com
cysco systems
netscape
sony clie
WebTV
ERRICSON
American Express
cysco systems
BN.COM
COMPACQ
EARTHLINK
E BOOK
UPS
EXPEDIA
Ft.com
fedelity.com
ibm.com
ibm.com
abuzz
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Appendix 5: Examples of Advertisements
Ad 1. Compaq Presario (Sept. 8, 1997)
Ad 2. Microsoft Windows 95 (June 3 1996)
Ad 3. CompuServe (July 22, 1996)
Ad 4: Lotus NoteSuite (May 1, 1995)
Ad 5: Pathfinder Personal Edition (Dec. 9, 1996)
Ad 6: IBM e-business software (Nov. 15, 1999)
Ad 7: amazon.com (March 22, 1999)
Ad 8: Lucent Technology (Nov. 11, 1996)
Ad 9: Ericsson (Dec. 21, 1999)
Ad 10: America Online (Mar. 22, 1999)
Ad 11:UPS (June 7, 1999)
Ad 12: Dell E Com (March 27, 2000).
Ad 13: Prodigy Internet (Nov. 18, 1996)
Ad 14: Sheraton Hotels and Resorts (Nov. 30, 1998).
Ad 15: Compaq and RadioShack (August, 17, 1998)
Ad 16: IRS e-file (March 27, 2000)
Ad 17: mySimon.com (Nov. 15, 1999)
Ad 18: Internet Explorer (May 3, 1999)
Ad 19: Compaq (March 13, 2000)
Ad 20: Microsoft Windows 95 (Oct. 21, 1996)
Ad 21: APC (March 20, 2000)
Ad 22: AT&T personal network (March 22, 1999)
Ad 23: Charles Schwab.com (Nov. 22, 1999)
Ad 24: UPS (May 13, 1996)
Ad 25: Digital Island (March 27, 2000)
Ad 26: Nortel Networks (Nov. 16, 1998)
Ad 27: AT & T (Spring Issue, 1995)
Ad 28: Digital Island (Sept. 11, 2000)
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Ad2: Microsoft Windows 95 (June 3 1996)
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Ad3: CompuServe (July 22, 1996)
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Ad 4: Lotus NoteSuite (May 1, 1995)
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Ad 5: Pathfinder Personal Edition (Dec. 9, 1996)
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Ad 6: IBM e-business software (Nov. 15, 1999)
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Ad 7: amazon.com (March 22, 1999)
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Ad 8: Lucent Technology (Nov. 11, 1996)
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Ad 9: Ericsson (Dec. 21, 1999)
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Ad 10: America Online (Mar. 22, 1999)
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Ad 11:UPS (June 7, 1999)
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Ad 12: Dell E Com (March 27, 2000)
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Ad 13: Prodigy Internet (Nov. 18, 1996)
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Ad 14: Sheraton Hotels and Resorts (Nov. 30, 1998)
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Ad 15: Compaq and RadioShack (August, 17, 1998)
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Ad 16: IRS e-file (March 27, 2000)
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Ad 17: mySimon.com (Nov. 15, 1999)
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Ad 18: Internet Explorer (May 3, 1999)
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Ad 19: Compaq (March 13, 2000)
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Ad 20: Microsoft Windows 95 (Oct. 21, 1996)
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Ad 21: APC (March 20, 2000)
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Ad 22: AT&T personal network (March 22, 1999)
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Ad 23: Charles Schwab.com (Nov. 22, 1999)
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Ad 24: UPS (May 13, 1996)
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Ad 25: Digital Island (March 27, 2000)
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Ad 26: Nortel Networks (Nov. 16, 1998)
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Ad 27: AT & T (Spring Issue, 1995)
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Ad 28: Digital Island (Sept. 11, 2000)
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